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I. INTRODUCTION 
1. Ob i ect and Scope 
The ultimate objective of all the studies presented in this report was the develop-
ment of more rational criteria for the structural design of reinforced concrete box culverts. 
The fact that the load on a culvert can be considered, without great errorh' to be 
uniformly distributed along its length, reduces the problem of design of a box culvert to that of 
design of a representative slice of nominal width. This slice can be considered as a closed 
rectangu lar reinforced concrete frame under uniform load on all four sides. The individual 
members of the frame are acted upon. by various combinations of bending, shear, and axial load. 
The design of such frame encompasses almost every aspect of structl,jral design of 
reinforced concrete members. For a satisfactory solution of this problem, information is required 
regarding the strength, behaviorllond possible modes of fai lure of members subjected to corn:-
binations of bending ll shear, and axial load • .The two major modes of failure possible in the 
members of a culvert section are flexure and shear, since the axial load is never so large as to 
be the predominant cause of fai lure. Of the two major modes of failure ll the most undesirable 
is that due to shearll owing to its brittle character. It is therefore necessary to proportion the 
members of Ol culvert section in such a way that their primary mode of failure be in flexure 
father than in sheafl. For this to be done Q it must be possible to predict the ultimate strength 
of the membelf~ in both flexure and shear. 
The problem of developing design criteria for reinforced concrete box culverts is 
then reduced to that of predicting with reasonable accuracy the flexural and shear capacity of 
reinforced concrete members under the different combinations of bendingg shearQ and axial load 
to which the members of a culvert section are commonly subjectedo In this investigation ll this 
problem was approached through both theoretical analyses and the design and testing of appro-
priate specimenso 
2 
The flexural strength of reinforced concrete members has been studied extensively 
both analytically OInd experimentallyb' and can be predicted with a fair degree of accuracyo By 
means of statics£, the expressions used to compute the flexural capacity of members under bend-
ing alone were extended to take into account the presence of relatively small axia~ loads&, and 
one series of tests was designed to corroborate these extrapolationso Eight simply-supported 
beams were tested by the Ohio River Division laboratories! under various combinations of 
bending and axial loado 
Insufficient information on shear strength was available at the start of this projecto 
Therefore most of the experimental portion of this investigation was devoted to providing a 
better understanding of the behavior and strength in shear of reinforced concrete members under 
valfious loading conditionsu with especial attention given to the effects of axial load and un 
form load,~ since these are the types of loading to which culverts are subjectedo 
Altogether," 81 tests were madeo A total of 57 simply-supported beams was tested 
undew one orr two concentrated loadsg with and without axial loaciu or under uniform loado The 
lar~t serues consisted of 24 frame members tested in a manner simulating closely the conditions 
in the hordzontal member of a culvert sectiono Of the 81 specimens tested," 14 failed in flexure ll 
and 67 in sheeno 
Thrroughout this reporto more attention is given to t'he tests of frame members because 
(0) the~e tests have the most direct bearing upon the problem of design of box cujvert~:, (b) they 
have not Ol~ yet been L"eported in fuli ll and (c) they represent the culmination of the entire test 
program with regard to loading conditions and variables studiedo Nevertheless", all of the tests 
made Olre ~ummarizedh' corrrelatedil Olnd discussed in this reporto 
The following maior vafi~iables were inc luded in the test program concerned with 
strength in shear: type of loading&, concrete strength§, steel percentageii' span lengthu sheor spano 
3 
and ratio of axial to vertical loado As a result or the studies on shear streng tho an empirical 
experssion was obtOlined from which the capacity of the first incl inedtension cracking load can 
be predi ctedo 
The major variable considered in the series of tests concerned chiefly with flexural 
strength was the ratio of axial load to moment 0 
20 History of the [nvestigation 
This investigation originated with the tests made in 1951-52 by the Ohio River 
Divi5ion laboratories on square culvert sections (1 )*0 Since a reinforced concrete box culvert 
is a very complicated structureo and since its design encompasses almost all phases of reinforced 
concrete designo the questions that were raised by these tests could not be satisfactorily 
answered with the knowledge existing at the timeo 
It was then proposed that a systematic investigation be conducted at the University 
of II Iinoi50 to obtain information leading to the more rational design of reinforced concrete box 
culverbo Thi~ inve:stigation was to be carried out in six stage So as follows: 
Stage l--Collectionc correlationgcmd analysis of existing data on ultimate strength 
in shear of reinforced concrete beamso 
A report on this stage was issued in September 1953 (2)17 under contract Noo DA-33-017-eng-222, 
~--Application5l of the results obtained in Stage 1 to the problem of sheaf 
in culvert5c with considerations of the effects ofaxia! and continuityo 
analysis of the available data on ultimate 
strength in flexure of reinforced concrete frameso 
Stage 4--Correlation of the results of studies in Stages 1-3 with the results of the 
culvert tests made by ORDL 
* Number~ in parentheses refer to entries in the list of references at the end of this volumeo 
A report covering Stages 2/1 3, and 4 was issued in Apri I 1954 (3); under contract Noo 
DA -33-0 17 -eng-2220 
Stage 5--Re-examination of test data and analysesD' in order to ascertain 
whether additional tests were necessaryo 
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A report on Stage 5 was issued in June 1954 (4)9" under contract Noo DA-33-017-eng-222o 
It was concluded in this report that many aspects of shear strength were not clearly understoodc 
especially insofar as the design of culverts was concernedo It was further proposed that the 
necessary additional information be obtained by means of a systematicseri es of tests and 
studieso 
Although limitations in timeo fundso and personnel made it impossible to cqmplete 
all the tests proposed in Stage 50 it is be I leved that the tests made/1 together wi th the work of 
Stages 1 through 4; have yielded enough information to develop satisfactory design criteriar 
even though they may not have answered all of theq4estions raised by the original tests on 
culvert sectionso Of the tests proposed in Stage 511 the following have been completed: 
At the University of Illinois: 
(0) Seven simply-supported beams under two COl centrated loads 36 ino aparto four 
of these seven beams 'Nere retested under one concentrated loado A report on these tests "vas 
issued in June 1955 (6)0 under contract Noo DA-33-017-eng-256o 
(by Twenty simply-supported beamso with and without axial loado under one con-
centrated load appl ied through em integrally cast column stubg and eighteen simply-supported 
beams under uniform loado A report on these tests was issued in two ports in June 1956 (7r8)17 
under contract Noo DA-33-017-CIVENG-56-6o 
(cy Twenty-four frame members under uniform loodo A report on the tests of the 
fir~t eleven frame members was issued in June 1957 (9)0 under contract Noo DA-33-017-
C~VENG-57-2o 
5 
At the Ohio River Division Laboratories: 
(d) Eight simply-supported beams under axial load and two concentrated loads at 
the third points of the span lengtho A report on these tests was issued in June 1957 (5)0 
A general chronology of the investigation is given in Table 10 
Stage 6--Preparation of design criteria for reinforced concrete box culvertso 
This stage was postponed until the additional information from the rests proposed in,Stage 5 
was obtainedo Stage 6 is covered in Part II of this reporto 
30 Outl ine of Report 
The final report on the current contract Noo DA-33-017-CIVENG-57-27 consists of 
two partso This volumeii' constituting Part I, is concerned with the theoretical and experimental 
background necessary for the development of criteria for the structural design of reinforced 
concrete box culvertso In Part H, recommendations for a design procedure are given g together 
with applications to typical caseso 
In this volume§' the tests of frame members are reported in fullu since they have the 
most direct bearing on the problem of design of reinforced concrete box culvertsg and only 
eleven of the twenty-four frame members tested have been reported elsewhere (9)0 Chapters Hlb' 
.IVp Vg and VU ore concerned exclusively with the tests of frameso 
The remaining tests made during the course of this investigation are discu5sed and 
summarized in.ChOlpter ILl since all of these tests have been reported in full elsewhere 
(2 through 8yo 
Shear strength is discussed in Chapter Vlo All of the tests made to study shear 
strength are correlated there and an empirical expression for the nominal unit shearing stress 
at first inclined cracking load is offeredo 
6 
A method of computing "the flexural capacities of under-reinforced beam members 
is presented in Chapter VIOl' and comparisons are made between the theoretical and measured 
capacities of the members tested in this investigation that failed in flexureo 
" Finallyu a brief summary is presented in ChapterlXo 
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50 Notation 
Each test specimen referred to in this report is designated by a letter and a numbero 
. Different letters designate different S!eries of te:sts and the numbers refer only to the order in 
7 
which the specimens were testedp they have no other meaningo On the case of the ORDL tests 
instead of an initial letteru a number was used.). 
When the notation used in this report disagrees with that of the original referencep 
the fQct is pointed out in the text when the discrepancy first arises! andelso in all the 
necessary tableso 
The following notation has been used: 
Distances 
a = shear span in simply-supported beams under concentrated loads 
b = width of member 
d = effective depth of reinforcement/7 the distance from the top compressive 
fiber to the centroid of the tensile .steel 
h = overall depth of member 
hl = distance from mid-depth of the horizontal member to the point of 
appl ication of the axial load in a frame member 
( = clear span between column face sections ina frame member or culvert 
section 
(0 = simply-supported span length of member 
l := overall length of the frame memberp out to out 
Force$) 
C := total compressive force in concrete 
N := axial load 
N := axial load at first inclined tension cracking load 
c 
N := axial load at first flexural yielding of tensile reinforcement y 
N := axial load at ultimate capacity 
u 
V := shear at the point of contraflexure for indeterminate membersu or at the pc 
support for simply-supported beams 
W 
W 
C 
W 
U 
Wf 
W y 
Moments 
M 
Mf 
M 
0 
M y 
M yo 
Stresses 
fB 
c 
f 
y 
fB y 
V pc 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
= 
::::: 
= 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
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total verti cal load 
total vertical load at first inclined tension cracking 
total vertical load at ultimate capacity 
total vertical load at ultimate flexural capacity 
total vertical load at first flexural yielding of the tensile reinforcement 
bending moment 
ultimate flexural resisting moment when axial load is present 
ultimate flexural resisting moment when no axial load is present 
resisting moment at flexural yielding of the tensi Ie reinforcement of a 
section where axial load is present 
resisting moment at flexural yielding of the tensi Ie reinforcement of a 
section where no axial load is present 
compressive strength of concreteu as determined from standard 6- by 12-ino 
control cyl inders 
yield point stress of positive moment reinforcement 
yield point stress of negative moment reinforcement 
nominal shearing unit stress at first inclined tension cracking 
Constantsu Parametersu and Ratios 
A ::::: total area of either negative or positive moment reinforcement 
s 
c ::::: 
::::: 
::::: 
ratio of horizontal to vertical unit load in a box culvert section 
ratio of vertical clear span to horizontal ciear span in a box culvert 
section 
ratio of thickness of vertical member to horizontal clear span in a 
box culvert section 
c3 = 
e = 
u 
e = y 
= 
k 
kl .-
k2 : 
k3 = 
k : 
u 
). = 
MR = 
p = 
pi = 
N/V = 
MIN.: 
M/v: 
ratio of thickness of horizontal member to horizontal clear span in a 
box culvert section 
crushing strain of concrete 
yield point strain of the steel 
9 
ratio of lever arm of internal resisting moment at yielding to effective 
depth in a section where no axial load is present 
ratio of depth of compressive zone to effective depth at yielding in a 
section where no axial lcadis present 
ratio of area of concrete stress block to area of enclosing rectangle 
fraction of depth of compressive zone which determines the position 
of the compressive force CD' in the concrete 
ratio of maximum compressive stress in concrete member to cylinder 
strength 
ratio of depth of compressive zone to effective depth 
froctionof the effective depth that determines the point of application 
of the axial load in a section 
ratio of the moment at midspan to the total moment between col 
sections in a frame member 
percentage of tensi Ie reinforcement for positive moment 
percentage of tensile reinforcel11ent for negative moment 
ratio of axial load to shear at the point of contraflexure for framesg and 
at the support for simply-supported beams under axial loeq, 
ratio of moment to axial load at a section of a member 
ratio of maximum positive moment to shecu at the point of contrafJexure 
for framesL7 or at the support for simple beams 
6e Preliminary Work 
(a) Stage 1 
110 SUMMARY OFPREVIOU5 WORK 
As stated previously in,Section 2, Stage 1 involved the collection, correlationi' and 
analysis of all of the data on ultimate shear strength available in 19520 
Much was learned from those studieso An expression was obtained that could be 
used to predict the ultimate shear capacity of simply .... supported rectangular beams without web 
reinforcement&, under one or two concentrated loadso The ultimate strength criterion for shear 
failures was a limiting moment&, rather than a limiting shearing stress (2)0 By means of purely 
theoretical considerations&, this basic expre.ssion could be applied to other types of loadingc and 
the effect of axial load could be taken into accountll but the experimental evidence to verify 
these applications was. very meager or non-existento 
Furthermore&, because of the nature of the test data studiedu the concept of shear 
cracking load&, believed now to be of paramount importance to the mechanism of shear failures 
in beam membersu cou Id not be completely developedo This concept has been developed 
chiefly from tests made after the above mentioned studies were comp/etede 
As it now stands&, the basic equation given in Ref" 2 can be used only to predict the 
ultimate shear strength of simply-supported rectangular. beams without web reinforcement under 
one or two concentrated loads&, provided that they fai lin shear-compression; that is&, they are; 
able to carry additional load after the inclined crack formso 
(b) Stages 2-5 
This part of the work is presented in Refso 3 and 40 A brief summary and discussion 
of these references is given in the following paragraphsq 
10 
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In Refo 3 an attempt was made to interpret the behavior and predi ct the strength 
of the four culvert sections tested at the ORDL Studies were made of the applied momentsu 
both elastic and inelastic, ina culvert sectiono A1sou the resisting capacities of the different 
sections were studied o Based on (i) the information obtained in Stage 10 (H) analytical studies 
regarding the effects of axial and uniform Joacls17 and (iii) assumptions regarding the behavior 
of the member after yielding had occurred!? the behavior of the culvert specimens was 
explained and their load capacities were predicted with a fair degree of accuracyo 
However17 in these studies it was neces.sary to use avai lable informqltion beyond the 
limits imposed by the experimental evidence" and the correlations with only four culvert tests 
were not sufficient to verify these extrapolationso Additional informat~on was therefore con-
sidered necessaryb' and the tests of Refo 4 were proposedo 
Some but not all of the tests onbeams proposed in Refo 4 were subsequently carried 
out either at the University of .Illinois or at the Ohio River Division. Laboratorieso These tests 
are described briefly and discussed in the remaining sections of this chaptero 
70 Simply-Supported Beams Under Two Concentrated Loads 
These tests, exploratory in naturep were carried out in 1954-550 They are reported 
in Ret 60 Their main obiect was to study the effect of the moment-shear ratio on mode of 
failureD More specificallYI7 the value of moment-shear ratio for which the mode of failure 
changed from shear to flexure was investigated for one basic cross-sectiono 
A total of seven beams under two concentrated loads17 always 36 ino apartg was 
testedo Since for this case the shear span was equal to the !fatio of moment to shearq it was 
systematically varied from 20 to 70 ino 
Four of the beams that fai led in sheor were retestedb' with the same shear span as 
before17 but under one concentrated (oado The different test setups. are shown in Figo 10 It 
12 
can be seen there, that one half of the-span consisted of what was formerly a pure moment 
region! while the other half remained unchanged from the original arrangemento 
Tabl e 2 lists the properties of the specimens and the more important test resu I tso It 
should be pointed out that some of the values listed in Table 2 as cracking load W I! are some-
c 
what lower than those appearing in Refo 6 as nPhH 0 The quantity Ph was defined in Refo 6 as 
"load at which crack causing failure became horizontaP\ Cracking loadL? as defined in this 
reportc is the load at which an inclined crack of maior importance first appearsg and does not 
necessarily have to become horizontaL Further discussion on this subiect is given in. Chapter Vo 
The values of cracking loads in Table 2 were obtained byre-ep<omination of the original test 
records and numerous photographs that were taken while the tests were being performedo 
As load was appl ied17 vertical cracks first appeared in the pure moment regionu 
progressing from midspan towards. the ends of the beamo At some stage of load;ng, inclined 
tension cracks started forming 17 faster than the previous flexural cracks at midspano After the 
diagonal cracks started17 one fully developed crack, detectable with the unaided eye, formed 
and led ultimately to the collapse of the beamo The load at which this crack formed is defined 
as the cracking loodo In some cases,)' collapse occurred at the formation of this crack; fai lure 
in this manner is called diagonal tension failureo In other cases17 the collapse of the beam 
occurred after the cracking load; this type of failure is calledshear .... comp~essiono Failure in 
shear always occurred between the support and the first loade In beam l-6 which fai led in 
flexure ll no inclined cracks were formedg and the specimen deflected considerably before 
fail ureo 
In the retestsg crack patterns were sometimes difficult to define, since cracks had 
already been marked at the time of the original testo However17 the behavior was much the 
same as that described aboveo The inclined crack leading to the final collapse formed for some 
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beams in the region of pure moment in the original test setup, while for others it formed in the. 
shear spano 
listed in Table 2 for purposes of comparison are the flexural failure loadsu computed 
in the manner shown in Chapter Villa It can be seen that for beam L-6 which failed in flexureu 
the computed flexural failure load W F and the measured failure loadW u' are in very good 
agreementu the computed value being on the safe sideo With the exception of the retested 
beam L-]Ru all other beams failed in shear at loads below the flexural failure loado Beam 
L-1R failed according to the recordso at a load of 7400 kipso the computed flexural failure 
load being 6202 kipso It must be noted that this beam had a span of only 40 ino and it is 
possible that the shear strength may have been increased by restraints provided by the load and 
reaction bearing blocks which were relatively long as compared to the span lengtho 
80 Simply-Supported Beams Under One Concentrated Load With and Without Axial Load 
The object of these tests was to investigate the effect of axial load on behavior and 
strength in shear for different values of the moment-shear ratioo Twenty beams were tested in 
pairso one without axial load and one with an axial load of 20 kips which was kept constant 
throughout the testa Two different steel percentages and five span lengths, or moment-shear 
ratioso were included in the testso 
The axial load was applied by means of a hydraulic jack bearing against one end 
of the beam and connected to the other end by four steel rods running along the sideso The 
Complete detai Is of the testing procedure are given in Refo 70 Sketches of the test setups are 
shown in Figo 20 Table 3 lists the more important properties and test resultso 
The behavior during loading of the beams tested with no axial load was similar to 
that in the tests described in the previous sectiono The extent to which the beams carried load 
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after the first diagonal crack formed depended mainly on t he ratio of shear span to effective 
deptho _ Comparing the beams with and without axial (oadu it was seen that the presence of 
axial load had two important effects~ 
0) For certain span rangeso a beam that would have fai led at the cracking load 
with no axial loadg failed inshear-compressionu always at a higher loadu with the addition of 
axial loado 
(ij) The presence of axial load made the cracks in the midspan region form closer 
to each other ll while towards the supports the cracks were farther apart than in the beams 
tested under no axial loade 
It is not known whether these two. effects are due wholly or partly to the fact that 
the load was kept at a' constant value up to final collapse", instead of being proportional to 
the vertical loadoln the same waYtI not enough tests were made to determine to what extent 
the capacity beyond cracking load depended on the axial loade on the ratio of shear span. to 
effective depthl1 and on the fact that the axial load was kept constanto 
The values of the comput:ed;flexural failure loads are listed in. Table 30 For the two 
beams that fai led in flexureu A-5 and B-59 the measured and computed flexural loads are in 
FOil the beams with the smaller steel percentqges that failed in shearl1 it can be 
inferred from the closeness of the flexural and shear failure loads that some failed in shear 
after yiel ding of the reinforcement andl1 in some cases£, even the diagonal tension cracking load 
occurred after yielding of the reinforcemento Since no measurements were taken of the strains 
in the .steel in the beams with low steel percentagesg no further evidence can be given for this 
conclusiono The fact that the computed flexural failure loads are in some cases slightly smaller 
than the shear failure loads shows only how close the load at shear fai lure was to the actual 
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flexural capacity of the members" The differenceu however? is well within the range of 
accuracy of the procedure used to compute flexural capacitieso 
A II the val ues of the computed flexural failure loads for the ten beams with the 
larger steel percentages are greater than the measured shear fai lure loadso Steel strains were 
measured for these beams and in all cases were well below the yield point strain at failureo 
9" Simply-Supported Beams Under Uniform Load 
These tests were designed to investigate the behavior and strength in shear of simply-
supported uniformly loaded rectangular beams without web reinforcement" The maior variables 
included in this series were span length, steel percentageu and concrete strength" A total of 
18 beams was testedo 
The uniform load was simulated by means of ten hydraulic iocks.v equally spaced as 
shown in Figo 30. Further detai Is regarding testing procedures and measurements of loads and 
. reactions can be found in .Refo 80 
Table 4 lists properties of the specimens testedu test resultsu computed flexural 
oapacitiesu and modes of failureo It can be seen that in this series of tests only two maior 
modes of failure were observed&, shear-compressionandflexureo .fyV andW in Table 4 corres-
c u 
pondfl respectively§' to Pond P in Refo 8)0 
c u 
Different behaviors were observed in the two beams that failedinflexureo While 
beam D-12 failed without having developed any major diagonal tension cracksu beam D-4 
collapsed finally by flexural tensionu after the formation of a major diagonal crack at a total 
load of 3908 kips" The yield load of 4107 kips was. reached very shortly thereOifterg at which 
load the diagonal tension cracks stopped developing and the flexural cracks at midspan began 
to rise as the steel yieldedo Final collapse occurred by crushing of the concrete at midspan.§' at 
a maximum instantaneous load of 5206 kipsll the load dropping immediately to 4805 kipso It is 
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conceivable that if the load had beenappliedatoslower rateu final failure would have 
occurred at this smaller 10adQ It is seen in Table 4 that the computed flexural loads are well 
on the safe :side and probably represent reasonably well the capacity under actual field con-
ditions where the load is applied slow/yo 
Beams D-15/7 D-14, D-161 and D-4 seemed to have almost the same flexural and 
shear capacitieso As a matter of iactu as can be seen in Table 4u they failed in shear-
compression at loads that were higher than the computed flexural fai lure loadso This fact may 
be explained on the basis of the ductil ity of a flexural faHure g as opposed to brittleness of a 
shear fai lureo lnthe last stages of the tests of these beams&, immediately after a load incre-
ment was applied&, the load would drop off to a value equal to or lower than the flexural 
capacityo The load that should have caused flexural fal lure therefore probably did not stay 
on the beams long enough to produce the necessary deformationso Since the shear capacity 
of the,5e beams was only slightly higher than the flexural capacity, one load increment was 
enough to reach it&' thus causing the beam to fail insheqrl1 
for all other beams that failed in shear-compression the computed flexural loads 
were always higher than the actual failure loadso However&, in some beams there is enough 
evidence to~:assume that the steel yielded between the cracking load and final collapseo 
In some of the beams tested/7 measurements of concrete strains were made at only 
one verticaisectionu above and beiow the major diagonai tensioncracko Since the exact 
position of the crack could not be known in advance, the strain gages were appl ied after the 
diagonal crack had appeared Q The load was removedu the strain gages appliediJ allowed t~ dry 
for a day or SOc and then the load at which the crack had formed was again applied in four or 
five quick incrementso from these measurements it was seen that the concrete below the 
diagonal tension crack carried a certain amount of compressiono It is not known to what extent 
this would have changed if the strain gages had been placed before the stort of the testso 
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100 Tests of Simply-Supported Beams by ORDL 
The object of this investigation was to obtain information with regqrd to the 
flexural behavior and strength of simply-supported rectangular beams under different com-
binations of axial and vertical loado Four ratios of axial to vertical load were chosen£, 0" 1 fI 
] 05", and 25 for two different cross sectionsl1 one being reinforced with two Noo 5 barsl1 the 
other with two Noo 6 borso Yield strengths of the steel were almost constant in all the tests&, 
the average being 4607 ksio Concrete strengths varied from 4300 to 4800 psio All beams were 
9 ft long and were loaded at the third pointso 
A sketch of the test setup and ranges of the variables are given in. Figo 40 Further 
details can be found in Refo 50 Table 5 contains the more relevant properties of the specimens, 
load testresults17 and values for the yield and fle~ural capacities computed in accordance with 
the procedure given in Chapter VUIe 
Axial and vertical loads were applied in incrementsl1 at a_ constant ratio,? unti I 
signs of first yielding were detectedg at the load denoted in the original Refo (5) as 
Uincipient failurefto From this stage until final collapse the axial load was held constant at 
this vo-fueo The loads shown as W in Table 5 have been obtained from strain records&, and in 
y 
some cases they agree with the loads denoted as II inc ipient faiiure ii fI in some others they are 
slightly largero Jt is very difficult to determinel1 without strain measurementsl1 the exact load 
at which yielding startsb The loads denoted as incipient failure loadsl1 at which the a:xial load 
was held constantl1 are a very good inciation of first yielding y and they agree within five to 
ten percent with the more exact loads obtained from curves of steel strain versus loado 
A t about 4 to 6 kips of tota I vertica I load§ the fi rst cracks were detected at mi d-
spano They were soon followed by more cracks spreading out towards the supportso Cracks 
developed vertically until fai lure occurred by crushing of the compression zonel1 near midspano 
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The loads could be held.stable without appreciable drop offl1 until the yield load was reached o 
After yieldingV' considerable drop off in load occurredl1 soon after a load increment was appl ied 
to the specimenso This is why the axial load was held constant at approximately its yield 
valueo 
Listed in Table 5 are the computed flexural fa; lure loadso It is seen that the agree-
ment between measured and computed values is fairly goodo If anything l the measured values 
tend to be on the safe sideo in the some manner as for all other flexural failures reported in 
this chaptero 
Further discussion of the flexural failures will be found in Chapter Villa 
It must be mentioned that in this series. of tests, web reinforcement was used in the 
,shear spans of all the eight specimens in order to avoId possible shear failureso 
Hlo DESIGN OF FRAME MEMBERS SIMULATING CULVERT SECTION S 
In order to present a complete pictureu the discussions in this chapter are con-
cerned with the design of all the frame members testedo Consequently, some of the information 
given here is an elaboration of what has already been said in Refo 9u in which the first eleven 
tests of frame members were reportedo The same is true of the material in Chapters IV, V, and 
110 Introductory' Remarks 
As stated previouslyu the tests of frames were the last made of those proposed in 
. Refo 40 A total of 24 frame members was designed and teste do 
In order to proportion the initial test specimens, typical culvert designs were 
studied and a basic series of eight specimens was obtainedu simulating closely the horizontal 
member of a culverto The horizontal member only was studiedii' since it is the most highly 
stressedo 
Owing to .the small number of test specimens fn this basic series, the factors affect-
ing shear strength could be varied only within a very limited rangeo After these frames were 
made and testedo extensions of the variables were considered l and additional test specimens 
were designed accordinglyo The purpose of these extensions was two-foldu (i) to have at least 
three specimens in which only one variable was systematically changedo all others being kept 
as constant as possibleo and (ii) to have the ranges of the relevant variables sufficiently large 
to cover most practical caseso 
120 Studies of Typical Culverts 
The purpose of these studies was to obtain information regarding values of the ratios 
of moment to axial load and moment to sheqr to which typical culverts are subjected17 in order 
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to design test specimens reasonably representative of actual culvertso Also&7 in this way, an 
idea of the relative significance of some of the variables was obtainedo The designs studied 
were compiled in the Office of the Chief of Engineerso For ready reference the typical designs 
are summarized in Table 60 
From the data in Table 6fl ratios of moment to axial load were computed for the 
horizontal members of the culverts at both midspan and column face sectionso Two values of 
the ratio of horizontal to vertical load 5.,5 were usedu one-third and two-thirdso The necessary 
elastic moments were calculated by the procedure given inRefo 3 for square culverts having 
all members of equal thicknesso Since the culverts in Table 6 have vertical and horizontal 
members of different thickne.sseso some error was introduced in the calculQtion of the elastic 
momentso However17 this error is not important since the values of the moment to axial load 
ratios thus. obtained were used only to proportion test specimensu as exptlained in the following 
sectiono 
An extension of the procedure to compute ela5Jtic moments in O! culvert section is 
given in. the second part of this reporto Consideration is given there to the cases of culvert 
sections having members of different thicknesses or clear spans of different lengthso 
The values of the ratios of moment to axial load for the culverts in Table 6 are 
given In Table 70 Also listed are the average values of the ratios for each set of culverts 
with the same clear spano and the ratios of positive moment at midspan to negative moment 
at the column faceD Since the axial load is constant throughout the memberl7 the ratio of 
moments; at any two sections is the same as the ratio of their respective moment to axial load 
ratioso It can be seen that the averages are never too far from their corresponding particular 
valueso 
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130 Design of Basi c Seri es 
The general shape of the test specimen is shown in. Figo 50 It can be seen that the 
horizontal member of the test specimen is a very close representation of the horizontal member 
of a culvert sectiono Both members are under the action of vertical loadsg axial loade and 
moment at their endso The external dimensions of the test specimens were fixed by the follow-
ing considerations: 
(a) Two reasons led to the choice of a 6- by 12-ino cross-section, (i) availability 
of equipment§' and (ii) with these dimensions direct comparisons could be made with previous 
tests of simply-supportedbeamso 
(b) Of the three clear spans listed in Table 65 the two extreme casesll 6 and 10ft 
were chosen initially for testingo 
(c) It was desired to have the moment to axial load ratios of the test specimens as 
close as practicable to those of the typical culverts in Table 70 The lengths of the vertical 
member (h1 in Figo 5) were therefore determined to comply with this .conditiono For any given 
set of section dimensionsll clear span length, vertical to horizontal load ratioll and for one 
ratio of moment to axial load at anyverticai sectionll there corresponds only one length of 
vertical membero easily determined by staticso 
The ratio of horizontal to vertical load for actual culverts depends on the type of 
soiL It is believed that for most practical cases this ratio lies between the values one-third 
and two-thirdso These two extreme values were therefore chosen for the test specimenso 
Assuming the axial load to be uniformly distributed over the vertical member of an actual 
culvert (01 reasonable assumption for deep culverts)g each of the horizontal members is then 
acted upon by an axial thrust equal to half the total horizontal loado Since the test frames 
were to represent the conditions of the horizontal member of a culvert sectnonu the ratios of 
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axial to vertical load for the test specimens are one-sixth and one-thirdu for ratios of hori-
zontal to vertical load of one-third and two-thirdse respective lYe in actual culvert sectionso 
Four basic shapes were thus obtainedu the combination of two clear span lengths 
(6 and 1 0 ft)f and two horizontal to vertical load ratios (113 and 2/3)0 The corresponding 
values of the ratios of moment to axial loade ratios of midspan to column. face momentsu and 
lengths of vertical member are shown in the following table: 
clear midspan column face ratio length of 
span section section midspcm momo vert 0 member 
( MIN MIN colo face momo 
.h1 
ina ino ina ....... -- ... Ino 
c = 1/3 
72 2700 1305 2000 2700 
120 4700 2800 1068 43 0 0 
c= 2/3 
72 1000 10025 0098 1700 
120 1800 1905 0092 2700 
It is seen that the above values are reasonably close to the cOlfTesponding ones in 
Table 7 for typical culvertso 
Thus far only the external dimensions of the basic test ~pecimens and the ratios of 
axial to vertical load have been selectedo Steel reinforcement andconcre1"e strength are yet 
to be choseno 
It WaS decided to have the positive and negative steel percentages at about the 
same proportion as the respective momentse and in a large enough amount so as to avoid 
flexural failureso It can be seen in the above table that for a ratio of horizontal to vertical 
load of one-thirde the positive moment at midspan is about twice as large as the negative 
moment at the column face; and for a ratio of two-thirds the moments are approximately equal. 
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With these consideration~ the following steel percentages were chosen! using everywhere a 
cover of 2 ina: 
c'= 1/3 
c= 2/3 
Positive Steel 
2 NOa 7 bars; p = 2 percent 
3 Noo 4 bars; p = 1 percent 
Negative Steel 
3 Noo 4 bars; pi = 1 percent 
3 Noo 4 bars; pi = 1 percent 
it was desirable in this basic series to have a nominal concrete strength of about 
4000 psi to be in the same range as previous testso 
There was reason to believe that the behavior of the member might depend on 
whether the negative steel was cut off outside the negative moment region all" made continuous 
throughout the member. For this reason the four basic specimens described above were made 
in pairs#, one having the negative steel continuous throughout the member&, the other with 
negative steel cut off at the one-third points of the clear spang as this seemed to be the 
practice in the typical culvert sections studiedo 
In summaryp the basic serie5 consisted of eight frame membersp divided into four 
pairsa In each pairu one frame had the negative steel continuousu and the other had the 
negative steel cut off at the third points of the clear spano all other variables being the same 
in both framesa The four paars are the combination of two span lengths and two horizontal to 
vertical load ratioso They werre designated with the marks 1 through F-8u and their relevant 
propertie~ Off'e listed in Table 8 at the end of this volumeo Web reinforcement (Noo 3 stinups) 
was provided in the vertical member~u to avoid possible flexural failures thereo 
140 Design and Description of Additional Test Specimen~ 
After the fir5t eight frame members were manufactured and testedf! all other test 
specimens were designed with the purpose of isolating or extending the range of the major 
variableso The~e are: ratio of positive moment at midspan to negative moment at column 
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face sectionl1 concrete strength! span length., horizontal to vertical load [(,OlHop and negative 
and positive steel percentageso The ratio of positive to negative moment can better be 
expressed as the ratio of positive moment at midspan to total moment between column face 
sectionsV' hereinafter designated as MRG' moment ratioo 
For ready reference the propertie5 of all the frames are shown {n Table 811 in the 
order they werre manufacturedo Frames F-9 through F-ll had web reinforcement and are dis-
cu~sed in detail in Chapter VB of this volumeo Details of all the frames without web reinforce-
ment are shown in Figso 6 through 80 
According to what variable was intended to be isolated or to have its range ex-
tended,? the designs of the test specimens made after the basic series can be grouped as follows: 
(01) Ratio of positive to negative moment -- Since the previous tests on frames F-l 
through F-8 had suggested that the moment ratio might have a definite bearing on the behavior 
and location of the critical ~ection of frame memberr~ospecimens F- '12 through F-14 werre 
designed with exh'eme value~ for thns parametero As can be seen in Table 817 the quantity MR 
range~ from 002 for F-12 (negative moment four time$ the pOffiitive moment) to 008 for F- "4 
(po~itive moment four times the negative moment)o The height of the veuHcOlI member wa't!J so 
proporHoned a~ to keep thelfatios of horizontal to vertical load the ~01meOJ5 used beforeo 
Steel ff'einforcement was provided in proportion to the maximum po~nHve and negOltive moments 
and in ~ufficient 01mount to avoid flexural failure50 
(b», Conclfste5h'ength -~ ~n olrder to have cd' least threespecfimens wHh concrete 
strength as the only vondableo F-15wOls de.~igned with a compressive~trength of about 
2500 psil1 all other vonriables were kept the same as in frames; F-1 and F-2 which had concrete 
strengths of 4100 and 5000 psi respectivelyo 
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(c) Span length -- Frames F-18 and F-19 were designed with a clear span length 
of 8 ft17 all other variables being approximately the same as those of their companionspecimensc 
F-217 and F-3 for F-18 (c = 1/3), and F-13 for F-19 (c,= 2/3). 
(d) Horizontal to vertical load ratio -- Specimens F-17 and F-20 were designed to 
completeII' together with F-317 a set of specimens in which the effect of the horizontal to vertical 
load ratio was most apparent. Frames F-317 F-17, and F-20 had a ratio of horizontal to vertical 
load of 003317 0.5317 and 0.67, respectively. If the effect of this ratio is discounted17 frame F-20 
serves also as companion specimen of the set F-13 and F-19 mentioned above 17 where span 
length is the variable. 
(e) Steel percentages -- Table 8 shows that the only difference between frames 
1617 F-17, and F-21 through F-24, and those previously made is in the steel percentageso 
Frames F-16 andF-17 had about a third less steel than F-l and F-3 respectivelY17 for two dif-
ferent span lengths. Frame F-21 compares with F-16, F-l II' and F-2. Frames F-22 through F-24 
all compare with F-3 and F-4 as basic tests. 
IVa MA TERiALSu FABRICATIONo AND TEST PROCEDURE 
150 Materials 
(a) Cement ... - Marquette Type I portland cement was used in all frameso It was 
purchased in several lots from a local dealero 
(b) Aggregates --Wabash River sand and gravel, purchased from a local dealer 
were used inall test specimenso These aggregates are of glacial origin. The coarse aggregate 
had a maximum size of about 1 in. with a fineness modulus of 6.3 to 7.00 and contained a 
rather high percentage of fineso The fineness modulus of the sand varied between 2.7 and 302. 
Both aggregates passed the usual specification tests. Absorption was about one percent by 
weight of surface dry aggregates. 
(c), Concrete Mixes _ ... The mix design was based on results obtained previously in 
other investigations, in the laboratory using the same aggregates. Table 9 lists the properties 
of the concrete mixes. Compressive strengths are based on standard 6- by 12-in. cylinders, and 
modulus of rupture on 6- by 6-by l8-ina beamsu tested in the standard manne r under two-point 
loadingo Moisture determinations were made for sand and gravel at the time of mixing and the 
reported water-cement ratios have been corrected for moisture in the aggregate,s. 
(d) ReinforcingSteel ...... Deformed bars oJthe,"Hi-Bond" type were used in all 
frame~o One coupon 2-ft long was cut from each borr and tested in tensionu' Stress-strain curves 
, for the steel were obtained by means of a Baldwin t1 microformer'v coil and recorded by an auto-
matic deviceo the strains being measured with an 8-in. extensometero The steel coupons were 
tested. in a 1200 000-lb Baldwin-Southwark-Tate-Emery hydraul ic testing machineo Stress-
strain curves were obtained from approximately one-third of the bars used. The bars in each 
. specimen were matched as closely as possible according to their yield points, using bars cut 
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from the same length whenever possibleo The value of the average yield point for the bars 
used in each frame is listed in Table 80 All bars were intermediate grade. 
160 Fabrication and Curing 
All frames were cast in steel forms with adjustable end plateso with the legs extend-
ing upwardo In order that mechanical strain gage readings on the reinforcement could be made 
during the testg 6-in. gage lines were marked on two outside borso one of negative steel and 
one of positive steelo before the reinforcement was assembledo and holes were punched and 
drilledo. Corks of 1 3/8-in. diameter were then attached with wire to the bars over each gage 
hole in order to provide access for strain readings after castingo 
The negative reinforcing steel was held in position by two or three chairs made from 
1/4-ino mild steel barso In order to hold the positive steel in position while casting g it was 
suspended by means of wires from transverse steel bars along the horizontal member. These 
steel barso as well as the wiresg were removed from the form as soon as casting was completedo 
The concrete was mixed from two to five minutes in a 6 cu. ft capacity non-tilting 
drum type mixero Two or three batches of concrete were required for each specimeno In spite 
of the use of ClI butter mix to condition the drum prior to mixing the first batch, the strength 
of two batches of the same proportions varied to some extentu as can be seen in Table 90 Fo~' 
the frames with long vertical membersu all of the third bcrtch was usually placed in the leg50 
and in such cases the reported strength of the frame is taken as the average of the fi rst two 
batches&, corresponding to the horizontal portion of the frameo 
One 6- by 6- by l8-in. flexural control beam was cast from each batcho in order 
to determine the modulus of rupture f and at lea'st four 6- by 12-in. control cyl inders were 
made for the determination of compressive streng tho . The concrete was placed in the formo and 
in control cylinder and beam molds using a high frequency internal vibratoro 
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Several hours after castingo the top surface of the frames was troweledsmoothu and 
all cyl inders were capped with neat cement paste. The control specimens were removed from 
their forms the day after casting! and placed near the test specimen. All the concrete was 
then cured under wet burlap for a period of five to seven days. The frames were removed from 
the forms one week after casting, and stored with their c01trol specimens in the laboratory 
unti I tested. 
17. Loading Equipment 
Typical test setups are shown in Figso 9 and 100 In all cases the uniform load was 
simulated by means of ten hydraul ic jacks spaced as seen in Fig. 50 The ten jacks used are 
believed to produce a very close approximation to uniform loado 
(a) Vertical Loading Equipment -- Ten 10-ton hydraulic jacks were used, reacting 
against a steel beam attached to a frame anchored to the laboratory flooro The jacks werre 
connected by high pressure hoses to a brass manifotd; which in turn was connected to a 10-ksD 
measuring gage, and to a hydraulic pump. The jacks were held with their bases against t-he 
reaction beam by means of two 1- by 1 1/2- by 1/8-in. angles clamped to the reaction beam. 
The load was transmitted from the jack rams to the beam through 1.5-en. dnometer 
chrome Siteel alloy balls in order to maintann the loads verHcal throughout the test. The bod Is 
wereplOlced between 1 18-in. depre~5Hons at the ends of the iack rams and depressuonls of the 
same saze made at the centers of the 6- by 6- by 3/4-ina beadng plates. The top surface of 
the frames was separated from the beardngplates by means of 1/8-in. thkk pneces of leather 
in order to d~stribute the load uniformlyo 
Bearing blocks at the bases of the legs consisted of 12- by 6- by l-in. steel plates 
seated with plastero These beadng blocks rested on a 4-in. diameter hOllf-round at one end of 
the specomensl and on a 2-in. diameter roller at the othera Both the roller and the half-round 
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were supported by 12- by 6- by 2-ino steel plates seated in plaster on concrete abutmentso as 
can be seen in Figo 100 
The dial of the pressure gage was marked off in divisions of 100 psi hydraulic 
pressureo Before use in the investigationu the gage was calibrated to read directly the load 
on all ten jackso The calibration was checked several times during the course of the investi-
gation and found to be unchanged. The area of each jack ram was approximately 2 sq. in. o 
yielding a total capacity for the vertical loading system of 200 kips. Because of the nature 
of the hydraulic system.\' the load on each jack was the same at anyone time during testing". 
regardless of the I eng th of the ram extensiono except for negligible differences in frictiono 
Each jack was ca I ibrated separate I y severa I times wi th the same hydrau Ii c pump as that used 
during the tesfsq and no appreciable differences were found among the jacks. The accuracy 
of the system was estimated to be about 004 kips total vertical loado 
(b) Axial Loading Equipment -- The axial loading eguipment was completely 
independent of the vertical loading equipmenfq as shown in. Figs. 9 and 10. It consisted of a 
hydraulic jack operating against one end of the frameu with the reaction for the iacksupplied 
by tension rods acting against the other end of the frameo In order to allow the ends of the 
frames to rofateu a 4-in. diameter half-round rocker welded to a 6- by 12- by 'I 1/2-lno 
plate was supplied at one endu and a 'j 1/2-ina diameter chrome steel alloy ball was placed 
between depressions in two 6- byl12- by 1 1/2-in. steel plates at the other end. The four 
tension rod~ connecting the iack bearing plate to the plate acting at the other end of the 
frames were 7 IS-ina in diameter and threaded so that the system could be adjusted to accom-
modate specimens of different lengthsa To distribute the load evenlyu 1/8-ina thick leather 
pieces were used between the surface of the concrete and the bearing plateso 
The axial load was provided by a Simplex 30-too hydraulic iack. It was connected 
by mean$ of a hose to a 10-ksi gage and to a pumpa The jack-gage-pump unH was calibrated 
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in a testing machine before testing startedg and also several times during the course of the 
investigationolt is estimated that the load was measured wi th an accuracy of about 002 kipso 
18. Measuring Apparatus 
(a) Vertical and Horizontal Deflections -- Three dial indicators reading to 00001 ino 
were used to measure the vertical deflections of the horizontal member of the frames. They 
were placed at midspan and at the quarter points of the clear span and were supported by 
a 21/2- by 2 1/2 .... by 1/4-ine angle seated on two steel saw horses fixed with plaster to the 
flooro Two other dial indicators.v placed as shown in Fig. 9 were used to record .the horizontal 
movements of the legs. 
(b) Steel Strains -- In all frame~ strains were measured in both the positive and 
negative moment reinforcemento A Berry type mechanical gage with a sensitivity of approxi-
mately 0000003 ina per ino per dial division was used on a 6-ino gage lengtha The number of 
gage line~ depended on the length of the specimen and varied from 19 to 420 The locations 
of the gage lines are shown in Figa 11. 
(c), Concrete Strains -- Concrete strains were measured chiefly for the purpose of 
checking the symmetry of the loadingo The locations of the gage I ines on the concrete are 
shown in Figo 110 
A 10-inc Whittmore strain gage was used and strains were estimated to the nearest 
milliontho Steel plugs 3/8-inc in diameter and 1/4-ino long with a gage hole drilled to a 
depth of about 1/8-in. were cemented to the concrete to establ ish the gage Iineso 
All strain readings were taken twiceo If the concrete readings did not agree within 
10 millionthsu or the steel readings within 00000003 ina per ino g additional readings were taken.\' 
untj I agreement was reOlchedo Mi Id steel standard bars were used to compensate for changes 
in temperature during testinga 
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19 a Test! 119 Procedurre 
Special care was taken when placing OJ frame into the testing rig to in~ure that the 
axial load WCl$ actually pas5ing through the mid-vertical plane of the frame and that the 
vertical load wo':£ actually verticaL A ~mall pressutre W(J'fiJ given initially to the vertical jack5§ 
and adiu5tment~ to inSUif€ thenr vertficadHy were then madea 
Once the ~pecamen wa~ ready for loardingu axial Olnd vertical loads were appl i ed at 
the 50!me Hme by ~!multaneou~ operation of the two pumps in order to keep the ratio of axial 
to vertical load ccm~tcmto 
load WQ'£ OlppUed nn eight to twenty nncremenh up to finod collap£€J the increments 
being ~mOlIi er in the last 5tages of the testa The vellfi cal load increment~ varied from 11 kips 
in the eady ~tages to 202 kips in the final 5JtOJgesi the axial load war;;; enther 00 17." 0027u or 
0033 time:$ the verrticQlI loado 
After load incremenf'u the between the pumps 
Deflection reoldings 'were then tOlken ll and cracks ob~erved 
thl9 jacks were closedo 
a low power 
i IluminOlted mOJgnHying cmd ITIlOJrked wfith 
Olnd 50me 
before the next load increment WOI~ Qlppl Heet 
at important ,'''Ui'U .... '~'' 
te~ted the 50!me 
the test 
were 
There was u~u01lly some off in the load 
I""'h.""""'"."<,,,,,(-,, were recorded 
were taken 
beams weue 
Vo TEST- DATA, BEHAVIOR{' AND MODES OF FAILURE 
200 Definitions 
A reinforced concrete member is said to have failed in flexure wheng due to 
bending stresses! the concrete in the compression zone crushes in a region of high momente 
and the shearing ;stresses have a negl igible influenceo Flexural fai lures can occur beforeg afterc 
or simultaneously with yielding of the tension reinforcement; these are denoted as flexural 
tensionu flexural compression, or balanced failures, respectivelyo A member that can fail in 
the first manner is called under-reinforcedc in the second manner over-reinforced, and in the 
third balancedo Since the tests were all made on under-reinforced members£, wherever the terms 
flexure p flexural failuresll' or flexural capacities are usedl.7 they refer to flexural tension fai lures 
as defined aboveo 
A reinforced concrete member is said to have fai led in shear when the concrete in 
the compression zone crushesg after the formation of a fully developed inclined tension crack 
. resulting from a combination of shearing and bendingstresseso The load that causes the first 
fully developed inclined tension crack to form is denoted as the cracking loadl? and is usually 
determined by visual observationo When a reinforced concrete member collapses at the forma-
tion of the first mqior incl ined crackA' it is said to have fan led in diagonal tensiono When the 
member H$ able to carry additional load after the cracking load§' the failure is then denoted as 
shearr=compressHono Bothg diagonal tension andshearr-compression fai lures can occur before§, 
after§' or simultaneously with yielding of the reinforcemento 
A concrete member may fail in more than one of the above modes simultaneouslyo 
For examplec both the flexural and shear capacities may be reached at about the same load; 
org if the member is statically indeterminate; shear failure may occur in one region while the 
flexural capacity is reached at the same time in the region of high momento 
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In general o shear and flexural failures are easily differentiated by observation of 
the crack patternso By definitiono in a shear fai lure the member fai Is after the formation of a 
fully developed inclined cracko while in a flexural failure very few inclined cracks formo and 
none of them develops fullyo Alsou a failure in flexure of an under-reinforced member is of a 
ductj Ie type and relatively large deflections take place before final collapseo The deflections 
that take place in a shear failure are never very largeo and the fai lure hos therefore a brittle 
charactero 
Diagonal tension and shear-compression fai lures are differentiated by the behavior 
under loading and the corresponding crack developmentso While in both.cases the member 
fails after the formation of a fully developed inclined cracku in the former the member fails 
suddenly at the formation of such cracku and in the latter the member is able to cqury additional 
load after the formation of the first inel ined cracko Incl ined cracking is usually heavier in a 
member that hO!5l fa! led, in shear-compressiono 
A more personal factor is involved in the determination of the crolddng loado which 
is usually defined by visual obssrvationo For anyone membero the values of the cracking load 
obtained by two dnfferent observers may dHfer by ten or even. fifteen percenfo Thos is 
especially tll"ue for members having small span length to depth mTtioso for which the crack 
deve lopment is slow and the load at which an inc! ined tension crack is judged to be fully 
deve~oped cannot be determined precisely by visual observationo 
No mC!tte~' how vague it may be in some CCilseso the value of the crClcknng load os 
perhaps the most significant quantity associated with the ~hear fai lure of a beam member/i' and 
it is therefore necessary to have some basis for its determinationo In generOJI 17 em inclined 
crack WOlS consfldered to be fully developed when it started progressing towards both midspan 
and the supporto For members having span length to depth ratios larger than about six or sevenc 
the appearance of the crack is a very sharp ond sudden phenomenono cmdthe value of the 
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cracking load is then determined with a reasonabl e degree of precisiono A great maiority of 
the actual members are in this span range&, where the cracking load is clearly definedo 
210 Presentation of Test Data 
Test results for the frames without web reinforcement are given in Table 100 For 
ready reference&, the most significant properties of the frames are also Iistedo The frame 
members are grouped according to their clear span iengthsu and for each span length&, according 
to their ratios of horizontal to vertical loado The last column of Table 10 shows the mode of 
failureo Whenever more than one symbol is used for the same frame member&, H means that the 
failure occurred in the two modes simultaneously&, or almost simultaneouslyo Both vertical and 
axial loads are listed at cracking and at final collapse" The values include live load onlyu 
since the dead load was never more than about two percent of the total vertical load (the 
heaviest fram member weighed 103 kips)o 
Figs" 12 through 15 show sketches of the crack patterns for 0111 frames without web 
reinforcement, and three characteristi c crack developments are shown in Figso 16 thr~ugh 18 0 
Load-deflection curves are given in Figso 19 through 210 The curves are grouped accordi.ng to 
the clear spans of the memberso The decreases in. some ~f the curves correspond to the cracking 
loado For dnOlgonal tension failures&, no such decreases in load are shown&, since incHned 
crackong is then simultaneous with final collapseo Drop off occurring while readings were 
being taken is not shown on the load-deflection curveso 
220 Behavior Under loadingo 
Before appearance of the initial flexural cracks17 all frame members behOlvedelas-
ticallYi the deformations were proportional to the applied loadso After flexural cracks began 
to occur in regions of high momentO' the behavior of the frames varied according to their 
respective modes of fai lure&, as defined in Section 200 In this section general descriptions are 
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given of the different observed behQlviorso Specific details and brief descriptions for each 
frame member are given in Section 270 
As can be seen in Table 101 the frames tested without web reinforcement failed in 
five different modes17 namely: (a) flexure l (b) diagonal tension Q (c) combination of flexure and 
diagonal tension! (d) shear-compression17 and (e) borderline cases between shear-compression 
and diagonal tensiono 
(a) Flexure -- As stated in Section 20, bending stresses are predominant in the 
flexural failure of under-reinforced concrete members and very little or no inclined tension 
cracking is presento Failure is accompanied by considerable deformation which occurs after 
yielding of the tension reinforcemento Such was the case for frame F-2317 the only one tested 
that fa n ed in fl exureo The concrete at the south corner crushed and bu Iged out lateral I Yo 
(b) Diagonal Tension -- In this type of failure 17 the flexural cracks form and extend 
as the load increoseso up to a certain stage at which their propagation stops almost completelyo 
After more load is Olpp1ied17 a fully developed inclined crack forms suddenly and CQJuses com-
plefe collapse of the membero In a typical diagonal tension failure£, the member has undergone 
relatively little deformation as compared with the large deflections accompanying OJ flexural 
fai lureo Five 10-ft frames and one 8-ft frame failed in this mClnneuo 
(c) Combination of Flexure and Diagonal Tension -- Two of the frames tested failed 
in th~s mannero The flexural cracks formed and extended and at a certain stage their pro-
gressnon stopped almost completelyo As load increased17 no new cracks occurred until yielding 
of the positive reinforcement begano This was followed by considerable deHectiono accompanied 
by widening and lengthening of the flexural cracks at midspano At about the same Hme o 
yielding of the negative reinforcement begano Final collapse occurred due to the sudden forma-
tion of em incl ined tension crack in the negative moment regiono Crushing of the concrete was 
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detected in the compression zones at both midspan and column f~ce sectionso Practically no 
load was carried beyond that causing yielding of both the positive and negative reinforcemento 
(d) Shear-Compression -- All of the 6-ft frames and one 8-ft frame fai led in shear-
compressiono The inclined tension cracking began one or two load increments after the 
flexural cracks stopped developingo The cracks were small at firsto and occurred near the point 
of confraflexure at about mid-deptho The pattern of inclined cracks was sometimes symmetrical 
about midspan; at other times an inclined tension crack formed first at one endo and later at 
the other endo or not at al L As load increasedo the inclined tension cracks progressed toward 
midspang passing above the existing flexural crackso They also extended towards column face 
section, by spl itting along the bottom steeL The members collapsed beforeo aftero or simul-
taneously with yielding of the reinforcemento and crushing of the concrete usually occurred 
both at the inside corner and at the top of the diagonal cracko 
(e) Borderline Cases Between Sheor-Compression and Diagonal TensHon -- The 
frame members failing in this manner were able to carry very little load beyond that causing 
the first inclined crack to forma In facto it is believed that if the cracking load had been 
allowed to remain on the member long enoughg final collapse would have occurred without 
further increase in loado 
230 Crack Patterns 
The crock patterns at failure for all frame members without web reinforcement are 
shown in Figs 12 through 150 The frames are grouped according to the ir clear spcmsJ and for 
each clear span according to their ratios of horizontal to vertical loado Three different widths 
of line have been us;ed in the sketcheso The heaviest lines indicate the crack through which 
failure occurredo ~f some symmetrical inclined cracking was presentu it is indicated by the 
medium thickness line~o The light lines show small inclined and flexural crackso All sketches 
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of sheaf failures were drawn showing the failure section at the left. This was done only as a 
convenience for comparison purposes, it does not mean that all frames failed at the same end. 
Also shown only at one endo are the dotted lines denoted as II zero moment"! they show the 
sections where the bending moment at mid-depth is zero .. The point along the mid-depth axis 
of the horizontal member where the bending moment is zero is also referred to in this report 
as the point of confraflexu reo 
With regard to shear felli lureso two general types of crack patterns can be observed 
in Figso 12 through 15: 
(a) Column Face Failures -- The failure crack extends in this case from the inside 
corner at column face towards midspan in a direction ranging from 40 to 60 degrees with the 
horizontal" The heavier crushing was always observed in the compression zone of the column 
face section. Frames F-12o f-5o F-7u and F-8 fall in this category. It can be seen in fig. 15, 
that fer frames f-7 and F-8, heavy crushing occurred also at midspan and the flexural cracks 
were quite high and wide.. As pointed out in Section 22/1 the flexural capacity of these two 
frames wa.s reached at midspan at the same time as the sheaf capacity was reached in the 
negative moment regions 
(b) Failures in the Positive Il\oment Region -- All of the remaining frame members 
that failed in shear had this type of crack patterno The point at which the inclined crack 
crossed mid-depth was always in the positive moment regiono The crack was inclined at 40 tC) 
60 deg. to the horizontal until it crossed the positive steel which it then followed to the 
inside corner at column face section. The crack also progressed upwards to midspan,/' some-
times becoming horizontal along the top steel/1 as in frame F-14. When the crack did not 
become horizontal, as in F-21, the crushing was heavier at the top of the loci ined crack than 
in the corner. 
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No relationship could be found between the position of the inclined portion of the 
fai lure crack and any of the variables in these tests. When the frames fai led at the column 
face g the point at which the crack crossed mid-depth of the horizontal member was about h/2 
from column faceg where h is the total depth of the horizontal member. For failures in the 
positive moment region/1 the incl ined portion of the crack crossed mid-depth at a point always 
very close to 0 0 2 of the clear span from the column fac€o 
In both types of failure/7 the inclined cracking was sometimes symmetrical about 
midspanu as in F-2g and sometimes confined to one endu as in. F-17o 
It can be observed in. Figo 12 that frames F-5 and F-6g having almost the same 
properties (frame F-6 had the negative steel cut off at the one-third points of the clear span/1 
while F-5 had the negative steel continuous}/1 failed differently. For frame F-6u the inclined 
crack causing failure ended at midspanu with heavy crushing there whereas frame F-5 fai led at 
the column faceo No explanation has been found for for this difference in crack location in 
two otherwise identical framesa Moreoveru Table 10 shows that the cracking loads were almosf" 
the samegwhile the failure loads were different by only twelve percento 
Figures 16 through 18 show typical patterns of crack development for frames F-"i 2/7 
F-14/1 and F-16 respectively. F-"l2 and F-16 were both shear-compre$ion failures17 the former 
at the column face and the latter in the positive moment regiono Also/1 in both of the~e frames i7 
the crack pattern was simi lor at the two ends at fai lure although the inc! ined cracking 
developed to a considerable extent at one end before any inclined cracks appeared at the other 
endo 
Figure 17 shows the crack development for frame F-"l4/7 which was a typical diagonal 
tension fai I ure in the positive moment regiono In this case the inel ined crack causing fai lure 
was the only one that occurredo The middle photograph shows the frame just after the crack 
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had appeared. The lower photograph shows the frame after the appl ied load had decreased 
because of the presence of the crack. 
240 Load-Deflecteon Curves 
Figso 19 through 21 show the load-defl ection curves for a II frames tested without 
web reinforcementg corresponding to the 6- 11 8-1 and 10-ft frames respectively. 
An elastic, range is recognizable for all curveso Beyond this range the member 
having the smaller axial load", all other conditions being the same ll deflected less than one 
having a larger axial load. This can be observed clearly in the curves of Fig. 20 for two 8 .... ft 
frames which were almost identical except for the ratio of horizontal to vertical load. A I SOli 
for the same deflection, the frames with the highest values of horizontal to vertical load had 
a larger capacity. 
The smaller the steel percentage ll the more ductile the member was. This can be 
seen in. Fig. 19 by comparing the curves for frames F-l f F .... 16, and F-210 whi ch had deflections 
• ,. • I ,. I • '" 3" '" Il"\ ~ I '" 44 . r •. i . •. r ""Il"\"" "" 'I I:: I:: i at TCU!Ure or ODour Vo VI V.JO, ana V.· In., Tor sreel percenrages or UoU,l.UU, U.Ul.;J.;J,f ana 
0.01 DO, respectively. All other variables were approximately the sameo Ukewi~eD the load 
carrying capacities for these three frames were 8306 82.00 and 74.5 kips, respectively. 
The ductility of a flexural failure as compared to a shear failure is shown in Fig. 21 t7 
in which the load-deflection curves for frameS) F-23, F-7, and F-8 are compared with all other 
frames having the same cI ear ~pano None of the 1 O~ft frame$ fai ling in shear alone had more 
than 005 inch deflection, while F-23u f-7, and F-8 had deflections at failure {not 5hown in the 
figure} of more than 103, 109, and 201 ino respectively. 
25. Steel Strains 
Stee I strains were measured on contiguous 6-in .. gage lengths along the top and bottom 
steel in all frames. Thus, continuous distributions of steel ~train were obtained at different load 
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levelso. Such distributions for both positive and negative reinforcement are shown in Figs .. 22 
through 27 for frames F-7, f-12, and F-19 which fai led in di Herent mannerso 
Frame F-7 failed in diagonal tension at the column face at about the same time as 
the flexural capacity of the member was reachedo Figso 22 and 23 show that the tension steel 
at failure had yielded considerablyo It can be observed that yielding began at the column 
face af a vertical load of about 44 kips, and at midspan at about 53 kipso At failure, the steel 
strains at the column face and midspan sections were on the order of 00005000 
Frame F-12 failed in shear-compression at the column faceu as defined in previous 
sectionso Figure 24 shows that the positive moment reinforcement at midspan was yieldingu 
while the strain in the negative steel (Figo 25) was below the yield point straino Yielding of 
the positive moment reinforcement was recorded at midspan at a load so much smaller than thE! 
computed flexural yield load that em extensive study of the data was made to determine the 
cause of this discrepancyo No such cause could be foundo however, and the only possible 
explanation. is that the loads measured in this test were in erroro This possibility is suggested 
arlso by the fact that the ratio of measured to computed cracking load for frame F .... 12 was the 
lowest of any for this series of tests {Table 1201)0 
The presence of a fully developed inclined crack induces a redistribution of steel 
stresseso. The load vSo steel strainreiationshipis suddenly alteredusince the inclined crack 
introduces additional deformations without increase in load" This can be seen clearly in 
Figo 26 which shows the positive steel strain distribution. for frame F-19o .. For loads smaller than 
the cracking load,r the bottom steel at the column face was in compression; at the cracking 
load the strain changed suddenly from compression to a large tensiono The phenomenon of 
redistribution of steel stresses caused by an inclined crack has previously been discussed by 
other investigators, an~. thei(observations~agree:.with those reported hereo 
Frame F-19 fai led in shear-compressionL7 for diagonal tension. fai lures the re-
distribution of steel stresses cannot be observed, since cracking and fai lure occur then 
simultaneouslyo 
The values of steel strain at ultimate load (represented by a broken I ine in Figso 22 
through 27) were usually obtained by extrapolating from the last set of readings made. Where 
the slope of the load-strain curves was too flat to permit reliable extrapolationL7 the strains at 
ultimate load were obtained with the aid of plots of steel strain versus midspan deflection. It 
is believed that these strains are accurate within about ten percent. 
260 Concrete Strains 
Strains in the concrete were measured only at a I imited number of locationsu as 
shown in Fig. 1117 for all frames tested. The main purpose of these measurements was to provide 
means of checking the symmetry of the loading; howeverL7 some information was a~so obtained 
regarding concrete strains at the column face sections. 
Stress .... strain curves for the concrete of frames f-9 (with web fe inforcement}o F-15u 
and F-17 are shown in Fig. 280 These frames had concrete strengths of about 550017 350017 and 
2500 psiL7 respectivelyo The stress==strain curves were obtained from standqrd 6- by 12-in. 
cyl inders tested the same day the frames were tested. It is seen that the concrete strain at the 
maximum load is alwdys very close to 0000200. 
Figure 29 shows curves of load versus concrete strain at the column face, one inch 
from the bottom fiber of the horizontal memberc for the same frames. The largest measured 
value at that location was about 0.00080, less than half the value for the cylinders .. Although 
these strains are smaller than those in the cylinders, extrapolations to the extreme compressive 
fiberu showed strains of the order of 0.0020Q,at column face sections. 
Neverthelesso no statement can be made about the distribution of strain across the 
sections because the gage lengths used were too large; the strains shown in Fig. 29 are the 
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average over a 10-in. gage length and the maximum local strain wou Id be much higher. The 
records show some evidence that the average strain distributions were linear up to cracking 
load. 
27. Modes of Failure 
In accordance with .the definitions given in Section 20, the modes of fai lure of the 
frames without web reinforcement can be described as follows: 
6-ft clear span; c = 0.33 
Frame F-]. -- Clearly shear .... compression failure in the positive moment region before yielding 
of the reinforcement. Cracking load reasonably well defined. Maior inclined cracks occurred 
at both ends of the frame simultaneously. 
, frame F-2. -- Clearly shear-compression failure in the positive moment region before yielding 
of the reinforcement.- Cracking load well defined with inclined crack at the north end only. 
Another symmetrically located inclined crack appeared at the south end at the load increment 
before last. Final collapse at north end. 
Frame F-12. -- Shear-compression failure at the column face after considerable yielding of 
midspan reinforcement (steel strain at failure = 0 .. 006). load at yielding well below the 
flexural yield capacity. 
Frame F-15 .. -- Shear-compression fai lure in the positive moment region before yielding of the 
reinforcemento Inclined crack developed almost completely at the cracking load. Further 
load increased width of inclined cracke up to about 1/4 ino g without much increase in length. 
Frame F-16. -- Shear-compression fai lure in the positive moment region with the compressive 
reinforcement at column face yielding over a considerable lengthe Stress in this reinforcement 
changed suddenly from compression to tension at the cracking load. At failure u inclined crack 
reached a width of about 1/4 in .. 
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Frame F-21 a -- Shear-compression fai lure in the positive moment region after yielding of both 
positive and negative reinforcemento The flexural capacity was almost reached-at fai lurea Slow 
crack development; cracking load poorly definedo 
6-ft clear span; c=0067 
Frame F-5o -- Shear-compression failure at the column face at first yielding of the midspan 
reinforcemento Measured yield load somewhat below theoretical flexural yieldcapacityo 
Frame F-6 .. -- Shear-compression failure in the positive moment regiono At fari lure&, positive 
steel art midsparnwas yielding. Measured yield load agreed with flexural yield load.. Unusual 
crack pattern&, crushing at midspan above the diagonal cracko 
Frame f-13o -- Shear-compression failure in the positive moment region before yielding of the 
reinforcement.. Shear capacity very close to flexural capacity" 
8-ft clear span; c== 0 .. 33 
Frame F-18o -- Clearly diagonal tension failure in the positive moment region before yielding 
of the reinforcemento 
8-ft clear span} c:::::: 0067 
frame F-19o -- Shear-compression failure in the positive moment region before yielding of the 
reinforcement" SLldden and well defined cracking load! crack almost completely developeda 
Twenty percent more load carried after cracking loads 
10-ft clear span~ c =0 .. 33 
Frames F-3 and F-4o -- Clearly diagonal tension failures in the positive moment region before 
first yielding of the reinforcemento 
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Frame F-22o -- Diagonal tension failure in the positive moment region, at yielding of both 
positive and negative reinforcemento load carried was a I ittle below the flexural fai lure loade 
Frame F-23o -- Flexural fai lure in the negative moment regiono' Considerable deflection and 
yielding of both positive and negative reinforcemento. Extensive crushing of the concrete at 
the south cornert' (See Figo 14)p caused by compression developed in the bend of the negative 
steel after yieldingo The concrete cover at the end of the frame spalledoffo 
Frame f-24o -- Borderline case between shear-compression and diagonal tension failureo 
Failure in the positive moment region/? with the negative steel almost at, yieldingo 
10-ft clear span;, c = 0.53 
Frame F-17o -- Borderl ine case between shear-compression anddiagona I tension failure in the 
positive moment region, after yielding of both positive and negative steeL 
10-ft clear span;c.= 0067 
Frames F .... 7 and F-811 -- Diagonal tension failure at the column face/? and simultaneous flexural 
failure in the positive moment regiono Crushing of the concrete at both column face corners 
and midspano The frames defl ected considerablyo 
frames F-14 and F-20 ... -- Clearly diagonal tension failures in the positive moment region 
before yie Iding of the reinforcemento 
280 Comparison between Flexural and Shear Capacities of Frame tvA,embers Vv'ithout 'Neb 
Reinforcetrlent ! 
The measured capacities at cracking and at final collQpseg and the computed 
flexural capacities for the frames without web reinforcement are presented in Table 110 Also 
listed are the ratios of ultimate to cracking load and of measured ultimate capacity to computed 
ultimate capacity in flexureo All the flexural computations have been made in accordance 
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with the procedure outlined in Chapter VIJJo The loads Ware those for which first flexural y 
yielding of the reinforcement is predictedo . Whenever the value of the quantity pf IP, for the y c 
section exceeds 00251 the computed loads at first yielding and at ultimate capacity are taken 
to be the samep as explained further in Chapter Vll10 Jt mvst be pointed out that the computed 
flexural capacities provide for a slight margin of safetyp up to about ten percento 
In general! the relation between the measured failure load! W [! and the computed 
u 
load at first flexural yieldingp W /I in Table 11 can be used to predict fairly well the y 
phenomena observed in the testso That isp where W is greater than W p fai lure occurred after 
u y 
yie~ding of the reinforcement, except for F-13 and f-24 for which these loads are relatively 
close togetherp and the discrepancy may be attributed to the conservative values of W y 
computed by the method of Chapter Vilio Where W is greater than W p failure in shear y' u 
occurred before, yielding of the reinforcementp except for frames F-16 and F-5, in whi ch the 
loads are relatively close togetherp and for F-12o in which yielding was recorded at midspano 
at an unusually low loado 
With three exceptions the ultimate load W [; carried by the frames failing in shear 
u 
was less thanthe complIted flexural capacity W fU the ratios W ulw f given in the table range 
from 0069 to 1011" For frames F-23u F-7o and F-8 fai ling in flexurep the ratio of measured to 
computed capacity ranges from 0098 to 10 100 
290 Effects of Variables 
Of the variables studied in this investigationp the following had a definite bearing 
on behavior and mode of fai lure: (a) span lengthp (b) ratio of positive to negative moment, 
(c) ratno of horizontal to vertical loadp and (d) steel percentageo Their effects are discussed 
in the following paragraphso 
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(a) Span length -- For OJ given set of conditions,? increasing the span length changed 
the mode of failure from shear-compression to diagonal tension to flexureo It can be observed 
In Table ]0 that all of the 6-ft frames failed in shear compression,? while the 10-ft frames 
f~i led in diagonal tension and/or flexureo depending on the values of the other variableso Of 
courseo if the steel percentage is small enough and/or web reinforcement is used to avoid shear 
failuresu probably any member can be made to fail in flexureo 
(b) Ratio of negative to positive moment-- With five exceptions" in all the frames 
without web reinforcement the positive moment at midspan was larger than the negative 
moment at column faceo For frames F-5o F-6o F-7o and F-8 the negative moment at the column 
face was sl ightly larger than the positive moment at midspclnu and for frame f-12 the negative 4J 
moment at the column face was four times the positive moment at midspano For frames F-5o 
F-7c F-8g and F-12 the fai lure occurred at the column fa:ce u as defined in Section 23; for 
frame f-6 the failure in shear was father unusual in that crushing occurred at midspan above 
the incl ined cracko For all other frames for which the positive moment at midspan was larger 
than the nagative moment at the column facec fai lure occurred in the positive moment regiono 
This might indioate that decreasing the ratio of positive to negative moment would shift the 
section at which shear failure occurred from the positive moment region to the column face or 
viceversao However this conclusion must be accepted with cautionu since insufficient tests 
were ma:de in which the negative moment was larger than the positive momento 
The effect of the ratio of positive to negative moment- on flexural failures is 
obviousu a flexural failure will occur at the location where the moment is largest in absolute 
valueg all other conditions being equaL 
(c); Ratio of horizontal to vertical load .-- The effects of this ratio on the behavior 
and mode of fai lure of frame members are simi lar to the effects of axial load on simple beamsg 
as discussed in. Section 80 The two maior effects can be summarized as follows: 
(I) An increase in the ratio of horizontal to vertical load with a consequent 
increase in axial load tends to change the mode of failure from diagonal 
tension, to shear-compression at a slightly higher load. 
(ii) The larger the ratio of horizontal to vertical 10ad17 the more closely 
spaced will be the cracks in the regions of high moment17 all other 
variables being the samea 
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The first effect can be seen from the resu I ts of the tests of frames F-18 and f-19, 
for which all the variables were practically the same except for the ratio of horizontal to 
vertical loadu which was 0033 for F-18 and 0067 for F-19a ThusQ for the same vertical loadu 
F-19 was under twice as much axial load as F-180 It is seen in Table 10 that frame F-18 failE~d 
in diagona I tension at a lood of 59 kipsl7 while 
64 kipso 
9 failed insheqr-compression at a load of 
- The effect of axial load on cracking can be detected by comparing the crack pat'f-
terns in Fig. 14 for frames with c= 0033 with those in figo 15 for frames with 0 .. 67. 
(d) Steel percentage -- The main effect of steel percentage is to change the mode 
of failure and thus the ductility of the membero For small steel percentages17 the member fails 
in flexure in a relatively ductile mannero As the percentage increases17 the mode of failure 
changes from flexure to shear with a consequent decrease in ducti I Hyo A Is08 depending on the 
steel percentageu the shear failure may occur before or after yielding of the reinforcement with 
still further variation inducti lit Yo 
No influence of the continuity of negative steel on mode of failure was detectedo 
The reason for this is probably that the point of contraflexure in all frames was well outside 
the point at which the steel was cut offl7 and the oarrying capacity of the positive moment 
region is little affected by the/presence of compressive reinforcemento However the behavior 
and mode of failure would probably be different if the cut-off points were closer to the section 
of zero moment 0 
Via STUDIES OF TEST RESULTS: SHEAR FArLURES 
300 Introduction 
Once the tests reported in the preceding chapters had been completed/? the next 
step was to interpret the test results and present them in a form suitable for use in designo The 
computation of the flexural strength of reinforced concrete members under bending and axia I 
load is treated in Chapter Villa Very few of the tests were concerned with this problem since 
solutions already existed and only a relatively few tests were required to establish their 
re I iabil ity 0 
Most of the tests were concerned with questions relating to the shear strength of 
reinforced concrete members without web reinforcement under various loading conditionso An 
attempt was made to interpret the results of the tests by means of a semi-rational approach 
uti! izing principal stress theorieso Howeveru owing to the complexity of the problem and the 
inherent uncertainties of some of the factors involvedu it was found that a semirational approach 
required the determination from the test data of as many constants as would be required if a 
purely empirical approach were followedo Furthermore/? the expressions thus obtained were too 
compl icated to be used directly for design purposeso 
Therefore/? it was decided to attack the problem from an entirely empirical stand-
point" The empirical approach has the disadvantage that the derived expreS~i()n5 cannot 
necessari Iy be used for values of the variables lying outside the range of the corresponding 
variables in the original test data/? Of!, in general, for conditions much different from those for 
which the original conclusions were drawno But this is also true of the so-called theoretical 
solutions where the necessary slmpl Hying assumptions I imit their range of appl icabil Hyo 
Moreover/? it is believed that the ranges of the variables in the tests cover most of the actual 
caseso 
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It was decided further to adopt the cracking load as a measure of the usefu I capacity 
of a member.. Several reasons justify this decision: 
(a) Many of the members testedL7 especially those having the larger spansL7 
fai led at the cracking loado 
(b) Although some members were able to carry appreciable load beyond the 
cracking loadL7 it was not possible to develop rei iable methods of pre-
dicting this excess capacityo 
(c) In all casesL7 the degree of damage to the memberL7 as judged by its 
appearance and the nature and width of the inc I ined cracks, was con-
siderable when the cracking load was reachedL7 even though addHiona~ 
capacity might be avai lablea 
(d) The use of ultimate rather than cracking load asacriterion would require 
the use of different expressions for shear capacity for members fai ling 
in shear compression and in diagonal tensiono In view of the reasons 
in (b) and (c) above.!' this compl ication was deemed unwarrcmtedo 
310 Capacity at First Inclined Tension Cracking load 
Since both simply-supported beams and frame members had to be consHderedL7 the 
shear at the point of confraflexure for frames and the shear at the support for simple beams werE~ 
taken as critical quantitieso Any localized effects such as the presence or absence of bearing 
blocks were therefore neglectedo These effects probably contribute to the scatter of the resultsg 
but any analysis that takes them into account would produce extremely complex solutions! not 
suitable fora design procedureo Furthermore/l the lack of precise knowledge of some of the 
factors involved/l such as the tensile strength of concreteL7 would make these elaborations wholly 
unjustifiedo 
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The cracking load was found to depend mainly on the following variables: concrete 
strength; percentage of positive moment reinforcement; ratio of axial load to shear; ratio of 
simply-supported span length to effective depth for the members under uniform loadu and ratio 
of shear span to effective depth for the members under one or two symmetrical concentrated 
loadso The size and shape of the cross-section were not variables in this series of tests. 
A I though they may have some i nfl uence on the va I ue of the cracki ng load i the re are reasons to 
assume that the value of the cracking load computed by the procedure described in this section 
is on the safe side for an actual culverto Nevertheless, additional tests would be necessary to 
corroborate this assumption. 
From the tests in which only concrete strength was a variable, it was found that the 
cracking load was directly proportional to the square root of p. For the correlations, if'was 
c 
decided to adopt the dimensionless factor fB /4000 psioln the same manner, the cracking load 
c 
was found to vary linearly with steel percentageu ratio of axial load to shearD ratio of simply-
supported span length to effective depth for the uniformly loaded members, and ratio of shear 
span to effective depth for the members under concentrated loadso 
Therefore the shear -- or the nominal unit shearing stress V /bj·dl' since the cross-
sectional dimensions were not varied -- was found to be proportional to expressions of the 
following type: 
For members under uniform load", 
For members under one or two symmetrical concentrated loadsu 
where p is the positive stee I percentage; N/V the ratio of axial load to shear; fl/d the ratio 
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of simpl y-supportedspan length to effective depth; aid the ratio of shear span to effective 
depth; and a l17 O2, a3, a4, and a 5 are dimensionless constants to be determined from the test 
datao One other factor must also be determined from the test data, a dimensional constant of 
proportional it Yo 
By means of least squares analyses and successive plotting the following two 
empirical expressions were found to represent the test results with reasonable accuracy: 
v pc 
v 
= pc 
7/S bd f:j;D = 11000 (00046 + p)(12 + NN) _c_ (19 + I( BId) 4000 (1 ) 
for members under uniform load, and 
v ;:;;1 
= pc = 11000 (00046 + pH12 + N/V) _c_ 
v pc 7/S bd (25 +407 aId) 4000 (2) 
for members loaded symmetrically with one or two concentrated loads on a simpiy-supported 
span, where: 
v pc 
.V pc 
b 
d 
:: nominal unit shearing stress at first inclined tension cracking, at the 
support for simply-supported beams17 or at the point of contraflexure 
for frames; pounds per square inch 
= shear at first inclined tension crackin9,y at the support for simply-
supported beams/! or at the point of contraflexure for frames; pounds 
::: width of member; inches 
= effective depth of positive moment reinforcement; inches 
11000 = dimensional constant of proportional ity in pounds per square inch 
p 
N/v 
fD 
c 
= 
= 
= 
percentage of positive moment reinforcement; dimensionless 
ratio of axial load to shear at first i ncl ined tension cracking, at the 
support for simply-supported beams17 or at the point of contraflexure for 
frames; this ratio is equal to zero when no axial load is present; 
dimensionless 
concrete strength obtained from standard 6-ino by 12-ino control 
cyl inders; pounds per square inch 
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aid = ratio of shear span to effective depth for members under one or two 
symmetrical concentrated loads; dimensionless 
( lid = ratio of simply-supported span length to effective depth for members 
,under uniform load; dimensionless 
It can be seen that equations (1) and (2) are identical except for the terms involving 
f lid and old, respectivelyo They hold for a considerable range of the variables involved, 
since concrete strengths were varied from 2500 to 6600 psi!7 stee I ratios from 0067 to 3936 per-
cent!7 ratios of simply-supported span length to effective depth for the members under uniform 
load from 3 .. 2 to 1505!7 and ratios of shear span to effective depth from 2 to 68 
The agreement between the measured values and those computed from either 
equation (1) or (2) is shown in Tables 1201 through 12040 It can be seen that the average values 
for the. ratios of measured to computed quantities are always close to unity, with standard 
deviations ranging from 0 .. 069 to 0 .. 0930 For purposes of comparison, the computed values from 
eguations (1) and (2) are shown in the same graph in figs" 30 through 32, since the terms 
involving P , p, and NIV are identical for both equationso However!7 in each case the proper 
c 
expression for either (Bid or old was usedo In Figo 33, two graphs are presented!7 showing 
separa~ely the effects of (lid and aid on cracking load" 
For all simple beams!7 except for the B-series in Table 12,,3!7 the factor N/v was zero, 
since they had no axial loada The values of N/v shown in Table 1203 were computed by 
successive trials, since in this series of tests the axial load was known, but not the ratio of axial 
load to shear at the cracking load. The procedure followed was that of assuming an NIV ratio, 
then computing V .from equation (2); if the N/v ratio obtained using this V agreed with pc pc 
the assumed value, it was correct! otherwise the procedure was repeated with the new N/v 
ratio untj I agreement was reached. The procedure is very fast because the influence of NIV 
on the cracking foad is not large!7 and after two or three cycles at the most!7 the assumed and 
computed N/v ratios are in agreemento 
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In the frame members the ratio between axial load and vertical load was constcmti 
therefore the moment ratioo ~ , and the ratio of axial load to shear at the point of contra-
flexure Q N/v, are independent of the load level o and thus knowno 
The following relationships based on the statics of the frames tested are useful in 
computing the simply-supported span lengths and the NiV ratios for use in equation (1)0 The 
required dimensions and certain moments and shears are defined for a uniformly loaded frame 
member in Figo 340 A II quantities are referredo when necessary, to the mid-depth of the 
horizontal member .. 
The simply-supported span length, between points of controflexure, is given by: 
where 
l 4chl 
M = 71 (1 - "-)0 as shown in Fig .. 340 
R ,~. ~ 
The ratio of axial load to shear at the point of contraflexure, NlVu is derived as 
followso with reference to Figo 34: 
cV.J 
N := T 
V=V _W{u pc-T"2 
320 Capacity Beyond Cracking load 
As mentioned in. Section 300 it was not found possible to develop reliable and 
general methods of predicting the capacity of a member after cracking loodo For isolated 
series of tests it was found that the capacity after cracking load could be correlated in terms 
of the known variableso For example17 the collapse load of the simply-supported beams under 
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uniform load tested by Bernaert (8) could be predicted by means of an expression of the type 
developed by Laupa (2)g multiplied by a constant factofo However" no correlation was found 
when this expression was applied to the frame memberso 
Although evidence exists regarding the influence of some of the variables on 
capacity beyond the cracking 10adt7 this influence is not dearly shown in most of the tests 
because of the presence of other variableso 
The ratios of ultimate to cracking loadg W /W g for ali of the tests made in this 
u c 
investigation Cire plotted in. Figo 35 versus the ratio M/vdo The quantity M/v is defined in 
this report as the ratio of maximum positive moment to the shear at the section of zero momeni'o 
Thereforeg for members under uniform load17 M/vd = (Q/4d; and for members symmetrically 
loaded wHh one or two concentrated !oadsg M/vd = a/do As can be seen in the Hgureg the 
ratio MNd[J as defined hereL7 seemed to have a very definite influence on whether a member 
failed at or beyond the cracking loadg but this influence could not be determined precisely 
because not enough tests were made with this ratio as the only variableo HoweverL7 for a given 
.series of testst7 definite transition zones can be observed in the figureo For frame members 
(open Olnd solid circles crossed by a line)., the trransntion between shear-compression and 
diagonal tension fat lures seemed to be at a value ofhA/vd = 20 For member5l under concen-, 
tlrOlted loads (~quCllres in Fi,go 35) thns zone seems to Ue at about M/Vd =30 Andb' in generalL7 
prorctically no member failed in shear-compression with values of M/vd larger than 30 This 
figure must be taken with cautionu howeverg since for o!ny one of the transHion points 
mentioned above the ratios of ultimate to cracking loord vary widelyo 
The influence of axial load has been mentioned in Section 8 for simply-supported 
beams with and without axial load and in Section for 29 frame memberso For certain span 
rangesL7 Ol member that would have failed at the cracking load with IHtie or noorxial /oadL7 
failed in shealf-compression L7 always at a higher loadg with the addition of axial loado Again 
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this influence could be detected only for isolated memberso In Figo 35/7 the members with axial 
load are represented by points with an incl ined I ine across themo The effect of the axial load 
can be seen by comparing the two frame members that had an M/vd ratio of 1098 (the two 8-ft 
frames); for the smaller ratio of axial to vertical loadv the frame failed at the cracking load/7 
wh iI e for a ratio of axial to vertical load twice as large.,. the frame failed at a higher loadg In 
shear-compression., The comparison can also be made for the simply-supported beams under one 
concentrated load; for values of M/VdsmalJer than 40017 the members fa; led in shear-compressicm 
when axial load was present, whereas they failed at the cracking load when no axial loadwOls 
presento In Figo 35 this can be observed comparing the black squares for the same value of 
M/vd; it is seen that the sguares that have a line across them are always higher than those 
without ito 
In summary, the presence of axial load and the ratio M/Yd had some influence on the 
capacity of the member beyond the cracking load, but these influences could not be defined 
quantitatively in a general form because of the presence of other variables whose influence 
could not be determined, and because of lack of experimental evidenceo 
330 Effects of Variables on Cracking load 
The influence of the major variables on the nominal unH sheadngstress art first 
inclined tension cracknng are shown in Figs" 30 through 330 H is seen that the strongest 
influence hi provided by the concrete strength, Figo 300 For em increase in concrete strength 
from,r sayu 2000 to 4000 psil7 the unit shearing stress at cracking increases roughly by 30 percento 
In Figo 31 it can be seen that the shearing stress increases by approximately 26 percent 
as the steel percentage is increased by a factor of three" 
The ratio of axial load to shear has relatively little influence on the shearing stressu 
as can be seen in Figo 320 For an increase of this ratio from zero to twog the srressincreases by 
on! y about-14percent. 
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If the ratio (Bid is doubled, from 6 to 12, the shearing stress is decreased by 
19 percent, as shown in Fig. 33(a)17 and if the ratio aid is increased from 1.5 to 3, the unit 
- shearing stress decreases by 18 percent, as shown in Figl> 33 (b). 
Other variables included during the course of this investigation incl:udGd the ratio 
of positive to negative moment17 and the percentage of negative moment reinforcement for the 
frame members. By taking the shear at the point of contraflexure as the critical quantitY17 the 
effect of the ratio of positive to negative moment is taken into account in equation (1)17 since 
V is a function of the simply-supported span length. pc 
The amount of negative moment reinforcement provided in the frames had no apparent 
effect on the cracking load or ultimate capacities of the members fai ling in shear. The effect 
of such reinforcement on the flexural capacity is obvious .. 
. The size and shape of a cross-section of a member may have some influence on its 
shear capacity and behavior. Although this influence is probably not great for section and 
members of ordinary proportions17 a definite statement cannot be made because of lack of 
experimer;;tai evidence. 
VUe EFFECT OF WEB REINFORCEMENT 
340 Design and Description of Frames with Web Reinforcement 
It was desirable to determine whether a small amount of web reinforcement17 in the 
form of bent bars17 would have an appreciable effect on the behavior and strength in shear of 
reinforced concrete frame members simulating culvert sectionso For this purpose17 specimens F-917 
F-10 and F-l1 were designed ond testedo 
After studying several possible arrangements of bent bars17 and taking into considera-
tion the limited width of thespecimens17 it was decided to provide a single bent bar at each end 
of the specimens17 symmetrically placed about midspan 17 and inel ined at 45 degrees. The three 
frames F-9o F-l0 and F-l1 were similar to frames F-617 F-2 and F-4o respectively, except for 
the presence of bent bars17 and for unintentional differences in concrete streng tho In this waYI7 
direct comparisons could be made between frames with and without web reinforcemento 
The details of the frames are shown in Figo 36, Olnd their most important properties 
alT'e listed in Table 130 As can be seen in Figo 3601 the 45-degree bent bars were placed in such 
a manner that they crossed mid-depth of the member at about the same location that the failure 
crack crossed mid-depth in the companion specimens without web reinforcement. 
These specimens were casto cured, and tested in the same manner as their companion 
specimens without web reinforcementg as described in ChoJpter ~Vo The measurements taken 
during the tests were also the SQImeo No attempt was made to measure the s;rrain in the inclined 
bafso 
350 Test Resultsg Behavio~, omd Modes of Failure 
Test results for the frames with web reinforcement are summarized in Table 13. The 
load-deflection curves for the three frames with web reinforcement are shown in Figo 370 For 
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cemparison purposes17 Table 13 lists also the corresponding test results for the frames with no. 
web reinforcement,? and the thin broken lines in Figo 37 represent their lead-deflection curveso 
Crack patterns at failure are shewn in Figo 3817 and photographs ef the crack development of 
frame F-l1 are presented in Figo 390 
The behavior ef the frames with and without web reinfercement was similar up to a 
load correspending approximately to. the cracking load ef the cempanionspecimens without 
web reinforcemento Frem this lead onward,? two. different types ef behavier can be distinguishedc 
(a) A small incl ined crack started ferming at abcut the same lecation as if no. web 
reinfercement were presento Hewever17 the presence ef the bent bar at that 
lecatien prevented the inclined crack frem develeping further. Additional 
inclined cracks then develepedaf locations closer to. the column face away 
frem the bent barp and final failure eccurred threugh cne ef these cracks. 
(b) An inclined crack fermed at the same lecatien as if no. web reinforcement were 
present,? as in (a) aboveo However this crack continued to. develop under 
additional Icad and was the eventual cause of failure which! neverthelessu 
cccurred at a load considerably higher than that of the companion specimen 
without web reinforcemento The cencrete in the vicinity of crack was heOlvi Iy 
damagedo 
These two. types of crack formation can be seen clearly in Figo 38{,' frames F-9 and 
F-ll farilednn the manner described in (0)17 while frame F-l0 failed os described in (b)o H cOIn 
be observed that F-9 and F-I0 deve loped cracks at opposite ends of the members similar to the 
faUlure cracks17 while for frame f;.11 symmetry in inclined cracking existed for the initial crocks 
crossing the bent barsu but not for the foi lure cracko 
The different modes of failure for the frames with web reinforcement can be sum~ 
marized as follows: 
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Frame F-9-- Clear span 6 fti c= 00670 Diagonal tension failure after yi.elding of 
midspan reonforcemento The initial inclined crack crossing the bent bar was not judged to be 
fully developedo No inclined cracks other than this one appeared until the failure cracks 
developed suddenly at ultimate loado Since the initial inclined crack was rather small (see 
Figo 38}u and the final collapse occurred suddenlyu this fai lure was classed as diagonal tension 
to be consistent with previous definitionso Thus.? the mode of failure was reversed by the 
presence of web reinforcement&, from ~hear-compres5ion for the companion specimen F-6 to 
diagonal ten~oono 
Frame F-l0 --Clear span 6 ft; c = 00330 Shear-compression failure at first yielding 
of both positive and negative reinforcemento 
Frame F-ll-- Clear span 10ft; c :;: 00330 Shear-compression failure after yielding of 
both posHive and negative reinforcement. The cracking load for this frame was. very close to 
the sudden failure ioard of its compOInHon specimen without web reinforcement. Therefore&, the 
presence of web reinforcement changed the mode of failure from diagonal tensnon to shear-
compres~iono ~n fact&, frame F-l1 BS the only 10-,ft frame with or without web reinforcement that 
did not fan suddenly at the cracking IOOldo 
As can be seen in Figo 38p there was some crushing in the outside corner at the left 
ends of frame F-l0 at failureo U n~ beineved that this crushing was caused by compression 
developed the bend of the negative steeL for an actual culvertc where the concrete os con-
fined latera!!y&, this cru~hing plf'obably couid not occuro 
360 Compari~on with frames Without Web Reinforcement 
listed ~n Table 13 are the properties&, test results/! and computed flexural capacities 
for the frames with web reinforcement and for their compannon specimens without web reinforce-
mento Also lUsted are the ratios of ultimate to cracking load and of measured shea!" capacity to 
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computed flexural capacity. The flexura! capacities were computed in accordance with the 
procedure given in ChapterVIU. With reference to Table 13u the following comments can be 
made: 
(a) As mentioned in Section 35u an inclined crack formed in the frames wHh web 
reinforcement at a load corresponding fairly well to the cracking load of the 
companion frames without web reinforcement; the differencesu if anyu can be 
attributed for the most part to differences in concrete strength and to slight 
differences in steel percentage. For frame F-9u this crack was not well enough 
developed to call the load causing it the cracking loado Howeveru for frames 
F-l0 and F-'11u this crack formed and developed over a considerable lengthanc'!u 
to be consistent with previous definitionsu the load that caused it was denoted 
as the cracking loado The initial inc! ined crack always crossed the bent baru 
as, can be seen in Figo 380 
(b) The frames with web reinforcement failed practically at their flexural capacitieso 
The ratios of measured shear capacities to computed flexural capacities! W u/w F 
are 0096, 1001 11 and 1000 for frames F-9, F-10; and F-l1 u respectively. HOW€V€!fu 
the fai lures are classed as shear alone since no large deformations took placeo 
The companion specimens failed at loads below their flexural capacities 
(W ulw f = 0091 u Oo76f1 and 0.870 for frames F-6u F-2u and f-4u respe.cHvely)o 
Thus the presence of web reinforcement increased the sheaf cCilpacHies of the 
membersu but these increases were not sufficient to prevent shear failures from 
occurringo 
The load-deflections curves for the frames with web reinforcement and those for 
their companion specimens without web reinforcement are shown in Figo 370 Up to a load that 
corresponds to the cracking load of the companion frames without web reinforcement the curves 
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for frames F-9 and F-ll are more steep than those of frames F-6 and F-2without web reinforce-
ment, while the curve for the frame F-2 is slightly more steep than that for frame F-10 with 
web reinforcemento These differences in stiffness of the members are due to differences in 
steel percentage and concrete streng tho It can be seen in Table 1317 that frames F-9 and F-ll 
had concrete strengths considerably larger than those of their companion frames without web 
reinforcement17 F-6 and F-2~ Frame F-2 without web reinforcement had a larger concrete 
strength than that of frame F-10 with web reinforcemento The closeness up to cracking load of 
the curves for these two frames is due partly to the fact that frame F-l0 had a 51 ightly larger 
steel percentage than frame F-2o 
Another logical effect, illustrated by the load-deflection curves for frames F-10 
and F-2o is that the load-deformation characteristics of a member are affected less by the 
presence of an inclined crack when web reinforcement is present. It can be seen in Figo 38 
that the load-deflection curve for frame F-2 becomes considerably flatter after the cracking 
loado as compared to that of frame F-10 with web reinforcemento 
370 General Remarks 
Although no valid conclusions cem be drawn from only three tests17 the following 
gualitative remarks can be made with regOlrdto the presence of web reinforcement in frame 
member5~ 
(a) The general behavior of the frames beyond the cracking load was improved by 
the presence of web reinforcement so located as to delay or prevent the 
development of the first inel ined cracko 
(b) Although the presence of single bent bars at carefully chosen iocations increased 
the ultimate load-carrying capacityl' the frames still failed in shear in a brittle 
fashiono 
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(c) It is probable that shear failures in members such as those tested could be pre-
vented by the use of sufficiently large amount of web reinforcemento consisting 
of bent bars or stirrups at several points along the spano However, neither the 
requirements for such web reinforcement, nor its practicality' for use in culverts 
can be commented on in view of the I imit'ed nature 6f the tests reported hereino 
For the special case of reinforced concrete box culvertso it is probably safer and 
more economical to rely only on the strength of the member at the cracking loado and to base 
ultimate design criteria on that loado Until the cracking load was reached&, no noticeable 
differences were found between members with and without web reinforcemento 
VIUo FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF RE~NFORCED CONCRETE BEAM MEMBERS 
UNDER AXIAL LOAD AND BENDING 
380 Initial Concepts 
A simple procedure for computing the flexural capacity of under-reinforced beam 
members under bending and axial load is presented in this chaptero The term ijgbeamia is used tel 
emphasize the fact that the members under consideration are subiected primarily to moment as 
distinguished from columns in which axial load is predominant. Since the members are subiected 
chiefly to beam action, most of the assumptions. regarding the behOlvior of beams can be appl iedo 
The contribution of the compressive reinforcement to the ultimate flexural strength 
of a member is not taken into account in this procedure because (i) it is rather small; (in) most 
of the governing moment sections do not actually have compressive reinforcement, and for those 
that do haveu a slight margin of safety is provided by not taking this contribution into account; 
and (Hi) if it were taken into accountu the procedure would become much more cumbersomeo 
~n developing expressions for the flexural strength of under-reinforced concrete 
members"" the following assumptions have been madea The validity of procedures based on these 
assumptions has been established experimentally by many invest'igators17 and is again corroborated 
by the experimental evidence presented in this report: 
(a~ Perfect bond eXHsts between concrete and stee I 0 
(b) No tensDon is carried by the concreteo 
(c) The stress-strain characteristics of the reinforcing steel are known Q or can 
be closely approximated by the simplified curve shown in Figo 400 
(d) The properties of the concrete stress block are known" or the magnitude and 
position of the compressive force is known by assuming or determining suitable 
values for the necessary parameterso 
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(e) The concrete crushes at a limiting straino 
In additiong all of the expressions derived in this chapter are for members in which 
the steel stress at failure is equal to the yield point stress; that iSg the members are under-
reinforcedo 
In this report the load necessary to cause first flexural yieldingQ has been referred to 
as the yield load or yield capacityo The load that causes crushing of the concrete after or 
simultaneously with flexural yielding of the tension reinforcement has been referred to as the 
ultimate loadg or ultimate flexural capacity. 
In a section of a member subjected to axial load and bendingg for any value of axial 
load there corresponds one moment at which the member fails in flexureg or at which flexural 
yrelding is reached.. In this chaptefg interaction expressions are offered to determine the dif·" 
ferent combinations of axial load and moment necess,ary for reaching the flexural yielding or 
the ultimate flexural capacity of an under-reinforced concrete membero 
390 Ultimate Flexural Capacity 
Let Figo 41 r:epresent the conditions in or section at ultimate flexural capacityo The 
axial load is considered to act at mid-depth of the membero Figure 41 shows the applied 
moment MfD the axial' load NjT the assumed compressive stress distributiong and the magnitude 
and location of the comprf)ssion in the concreteg Cu and the tension in the stee I, To 
By summation of horizontal forces: 
or 
Taking moments about the tensi Ie stee I: 
C=N+T 
= pbdf + N y 
M = Cd(l - k k ) - N~ d f 2 u 
(3) 
or 
where: 
Mf 
N 
f' 
c 
f 
Y 
b 
d 
",d 
kl 
k3 
k 
u 
k2 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
::::: 
= 
= 
::: 
= 
::::: 
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(4) 
ultimate flexural resisting moment 
axial load at ultimate flexural capacity 
compressive strength of concrete 
yield point stress of tensi Ie reinforcement 
effective depth of tensi Ie reinforcement 
effective depth of tensi Ie reinforcement 
distance from mid-depth of the member to the centroid of the tensi Ie steeJ 
ratio of area of concrete stress block to area of enclosing rectangle. 
ratio of maximum compressive stress in concrete to cyl inder strength, P 
c 
ratio of depth of compression zone to effective depth 
fraction of depth of compressive zone which determines the position of the 
compressive force Cg in the concrete 
Solving equation (3) for k 0 substituting the value thus obtained in equation (4), 
U f 
dividing through by bif~, and denoting q = :,Y u the following dimensionless equation is 
c 
obtained: 
= (q + bd~' ) ~ - kk~ (q + b~' )] 
c ~ 1 3 c 
N 
- ~ b(Jfi""" 
c 
(5) 
For N =00 equation (5) becomes the expression for the ultimate flexural moment of a 
member when no axial load is present; denoting such moment as M : 
o 
M 
o 
bd2f1 
C 
(6) 
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Finallyu the ~asic interaction expression for ultimate flexural capacity is obtained 
by subtracting equation (6) from equation (5)/7 and grouping the terms: 
M - M k k 
f 0 = (1 _ X _ 2q 2 )(N/bdP) _ 2 (N/bdf' )2 
bd2f' kl k3 c 1<"(; c 
c 
For any given section/7 the values of q/7 and of bd2P are knowno The value of A 
c 
(7) 
varies over a short rcmge/7 it can be as low as 004 for shallow members/7 as high as 0.47 or 0048 
for deeper members17 or can even be taken as 005 for very large members in which the cover is 
a negl igible fraction of the total deptho 
The ACI-ASCE Joint Committee on Ultimate Strength Design (10) recommends a 
value of 0059 for the ratio k2/kl k30 Throughout this report/7 howeverl7 this ratio has been taken 
as 006/7 primari Iy for simpl icityo In assuming a value for the ratio k2/kl k31 an impl icit assump-
tion is being made about the concrete stress blocko However/7 relatively large changes in this 
ratio produce relatively small changes in the moment Mr The value of k2 varies between the 
extremes of~/2 for or rectangu lar stress block/7 and 1/3 for a triangu lar stress blocko The~ 
parameter kl k3 seems to depend mostly on the concrete strengthg and several empiri cal 
expressions have been offered for its determination (3)0 The value of kl k3 is always close to 
unitYIl for the pracH cal ranges of concrete strength (2500 .., 4500 psi)o 
By using OJ constant vaiue of k2/kl k3 it has been assumed that this parameter does 
not change for changes in axial loado The value recommended by the ASCE-ACI Joint 
Committee is for beams under bending aloneu but it is bel ieved that the ratio k2/kl k3 does not 
change appreciably for increasing axnal 10ads/7 and that the use of the value for no axial load 
is on the safe SI deg 
For an analytical solution! equations (7) and (6)! or equation (5) can be usedo Given 
the values of q/7 A /7 bd2f~H using 006 for k2/k1 k3/7 and knowing the ratio of axial load to moment 
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at the section" the values of Mf and N are obtained by solving a second degree equation in 
either N or Mf However, in general, analytical solutions are time-consuming and limited to 
particular casesii' and simple graphical solutions are preferableo 
Equation (7) can be written as follows: 
M k2 k 
= -20 +(1 - ~ - 2q ~)(N/bdfR ) - 2 (N/bdfR)2 
bd fR K 1 K3 c k 1 k3 c 
(8) 
c 
where M /bd2P is given by equation (6)" Equation (8') has been piotted." in Figso 42 and 43" 
o c 
with values of Mf/bd
2P as absissas and N/bdP as ordinatesii' for closely spaced values of q and 
c c 
for 1\ := 0040 and 0.A5; the ratio k2/kl k3 has been taken equal to 006Q For any specific casel' 
one enters the graphs with a straight line from the originp having the known slope Nd/Mo 
Where the I ine intersects the curve for the given value of qli' the abc.issa and the ordinate repre-
sent in dimensionless form the values of the moment and axial loadg respectivelyo at ultimate 
flexural capacityo If the given value of q is not exactly one of those shown in the graphs" 
linear interpolation gives results close enough for all practical purposes" These diagrams are 
called interaction diagrOlmsu since they represent the different combinations of moment and 
axial load for whi ch a section can fa! I in flexure" 
In Figso 42 and 430 the interOlction Bnas for the higher values of q are stopped at the 
point at which they have O! vertical tangento This point is usually very close to balance point 
for these sections; that is" the point representing the combination of moment and axial load at 
which yielding of the steel occurs simultaneously with crushing of the concreteo If linear strain 
distribution is assumed across the sectiono this condition can be obtained anOllyHeallya By 
proportional ity of strainsii' the raHoo k g of the depth of the c.ompression zone to the effective 
u 
depth is expressed by: 
k := 
U 
e. 
u 
e + e 
u y 
(9) 
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where e is the limiting strain at which the concrete crushesg and E is the yield point strain 
u y 
of the tensile reinforcemento 
Solving equation (3) for k {} equating the value thus obtained to equation (9){} 
u 
denoting q = pf /£1 {} and re-grouping the terms{} the following expression is obtained: y c 
€ 
U 
€ + € 
U Y 
N 
... bdP 
c 
Equation (10) gives therefore the value of q for which yielding of the steel and 
crushing of the concrete occur simultaneously in asectiono This value of qu designated as 
(10) 
q I! represents the I imit of appl icabil ity of equation (8){} since for values of q larger than q 
cr . cr 
the members are no longer under-reinforced. However, the curves shown in Figso 42 and 43 
cover all the practical ranges of axial load for beam memberso 
400 Yield Capacity 
In order to develop reasonably exact expressions for predicting the ultimate flexural 
capacity of an under-reinforced member it is necessary only to assume the magnitude and 
position of the concrete compressive force as given by the parameters k1, k2 and k30 However{} 
in order to compute the yield capacity of OJ member{} the shape of the stress bJockat yield; and 
thus the stress-strain characteristics of the concrete must be known and related to the behavior 
of the concrete in the membero This is necessary because the assumption of a fully==developed 
stress block corresponding to crushing of the concrete is not valid at the yield momento 
By making the necessary assumptionsu Loupe (3) developed a theory to predict the 
capacity of Ol member at first flexural yielding of the reinforcemento Since this theory is too 
complicated for use in design p a simple though approximate method is presented belowo 
For no axial loadp the yield moment as given by the ordinary straight-line theory is: 
M yo := pbdf jdp y 
or 
M 
yo 
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(11 ) 
where As is the orea of the tensile reinforcemento f y its yie Id point stressL7 jd the lever arm or 
the internal resisting couple, and A = pbd, as can be seen in Fig. 44. 
s 
Equation (11) is quite accurate for values of q less them about 0 .. 2 or 002517 since the 
concrete stress distribution is still more or less triangular at the yield moment. For larger 
values of 'I, for which the compressive stress distribution is no longer triangulaTo equation (H ,) 
gives yield moments tqo high, and may even give yield moments greater than ultimate moment,s 
computed from equation (6), with the conservative value of k2/kl k3 = 006. To avoid this 
difficulty it is recommended that the yield moment for beams without axial load be computed 
from the simple expression of equ(1tion (11) for values of q below 0025/1 and that the yield 
moment be taken as equal to the ultimate moment given by equation (6) for values of q greater 
than 00250 As a further simpl ification, the value of i in eguation (11) can be taken egual to 
0085 with I if tie error for the range of q invol veda 
Interaction diagrams for both yield and ultimate capacities are shown in Fig. 450 
t ... r a· I I .. _. LL_ "!-'d ------e--.I" lA ~- -~-••• - I ...... ~ .j,L.. ....... i>L.. ...... 1-I-:m ",,4-o m ......... on'" A1I 1"4" o no xnOlI 1000 rne Ylel mom nl, IV\ ,B~ ;,')IIUVVI! I~;:';;'I IiIUII !IS'!;; VOID IIUI~ IIVIII'lJI!!/1 IV' Q .... ., yo 0 
would be the case for q less than 0025, corresponding to most practical designs. The theoretical 
interaction Hne for yield moment/1 shown as a dashed Hne/1 intersects the line for ultimate 
moment at the balance pointe A simple and safe approximation to this theoretical line is given 
by the following expression: 
M y 
+ (1 -
k k 
). - 2q k k2 HN/bdP) - k k2 (N/bdfB )2 
1 3 c 1 3 c 
where M is the resisting moment at first flexural yielding/1 M the yield moment when no y yo 
(12) 
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axial load is presento M /bd2P is given by equation (11) for values of q up to 0025£1 and by yo c 
equation (6) for values of q larger than 0025e 
Equation (12) is represented in Figo 45 by the solid line parallel to the ultimate 
moment I ineo It can be seen that the values of yie Id moment given by equation (12) are always 
on the safe sideu and never too for apart from the true yie Id moment lineu especially for low 
axi a I loads" 
Simple graphical representations of equation (12) can be constructed in the same 
manner as those for equation (9)£1 for all desired values of q and" 0 Such interaction diagrams 
are shown in Figso 46 and 47 for" :: 0040 and 00450 These diagrams are used in. exactly the 
same manner as those for ultimate capacity described in Section 390 
The interaction diagrams shown in Figso 46 and 47 hqve been constructed only for 
values of q up to 00250 For values of q larger than 0025, equation (12) becomes identical to 
equation (8) for ultimate capacitYusince M /bd2P is then expressed by eq. uation (6) 0 
. yo c 
410 Measured and Computed Flexural Capacities 
Comparisons between measured and computed yield capacities are shown in Table 14 
for the thwee frames that fai led in flexure and for the simply-supported beams tested by ORDL 
Five other snmply-supportedbeams fauled in fl exureu in different series of testsu but curves of 
steel strain ver~us load were not available for these five beams and the comparisons between 
measured and computed values at yielding could not be madeo All the comparisons are made 
in terms of the dimensionless factor M /bd2P 0 The measured yield values listed were obtained y c 
from strain recordsu and all of the computed values were obtained from the interaction 
diagrams of FigQ 460 
It can be seen that the three frames that failed in flexure yielqed in both the 
positive and negative moment regionso The agreement between theory and test results is very 
goodu and the computed values are generally on the safe sides 
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The additional bending moment caused by the axial load was found to have a 
negl igible influence for the frame membersll since the deflection at yielding was very small 
compared to the lever arm of the axial load&? h1" However&? for the simply-supported beamsll 
the axial load was applied at mid-depth of the member and its effect on the measured values 
of yield moment was taken into accounto Alsoll the ratio of axial load to moment for use in 
the interaction diagrams is decreasedsl ightly if the bending moment produced by the axial 
load is taken into considerationo If the moment of the axial load were not considered&? the 
measured values listed in Table 14 for the simply-supported beams would decrease from 3 to 
6 percent.. It can be seen in the table that the agreement between measured and computed 
quantities is very goodll with an average of 0" 9711 and a standard deviation of 00047Q 
Measured and computed values of ultimate flexural capacities are shown in Table 15 
for all of the members that failed in flexure in this investigation" The measured values corres-
pond to the reported ultimate loadso The values Mf/bd2f~ were obtained from these loads at 
the sections of maximum momentl1 where the failure occurred. All of the computed values 
were obtained by means of the interaction diagrams shown in Fig. 42" Reference is made in 
parentheses to the tables in whi ch the corresponding members are first I isted in this. reporto 
The measured vaiues of M/bd2f~ for the beams tested by ORDl were not corrected 
for deflectionll because the deflections at ultimate flexural capacities were not reported in 
the original reference (5)0 Howeverg the agreement between measured and computed values 
for these beams (1-6 through 2-9) in Table 15 issti II very goodo Again ll for the frame members, 
the correction due to the axial load had a negligible influence on the meosured values at 
ultimate flexural capacityi' and the computed values are on the safe sideo 
IX. SUMMARY 
420 Experimental Work 
The results of 57 tests on . simply-supported beams and 24 tests on frame members are 
described and correlated in this reporto The mainobiect of these tests was to study the behavior 
and strength in shear of reinforced concrete members; a few tests were intended to. study the 
flexural strength of under-reinforced members under axial load and bendingo The ul timate 
objective of the test program was to obtain information which would permit the development of 
more rational design criteria for reinforced concrete box culverts. Fundamental knowl edge was 
first acquired through tests of simply .... supported beams under various conditions of loading. And17 
finallYi7 tests were made on 24 frames under conditions simulating closely those in the horizontal 
member of a box culvert section; three of these frames had web reinforcement in the form of 
bent barrso 
The following major variables were studied during the course of the investigation: 
type of loadin9i7 concrete strength! steel percentage17 ratio of span length to effective depthi7 
ratio of 5hear span to effective depthl and ratio of axial to vertical loado 
The simply-supported beams were tested under one or two concentrated loadsi7 or 
under uniform load .. The frames were tested under uniform loado The uniform load was simulated 
in all cases by means of ten closely spaced loads applied by hydraulic lackso All members had 
essentially the same cross-sectional dimension517 6-ino wide by 12-ino overall deptho Stee! 
.. "rr "1-'. """.; G D •• I r "1:1'\11"\11 ';I"'\r\ " percentages were vanea from V.Of to ~o"o percenT; concrete srrengtns nom .£~uu TO OOUU pSI; 
and ratios of simply=supportedspan length to depth from 302 to 1505. Ten of the simply-
supported beams were tested under a constant axial load of 20 kips. The ratios of axial to 
vertical load in the frame members were 001717 00271 and 0.3317 corresponding respectively to 
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0033£1 0053£1 and 0 .. 67 for an actual culvert sectiono Four ratios of axial to vertical food werre 
used in the simply-supported beams tested by ORDl: 01 1 K 105, and 20 
The members tested can be divided into two general categoriesu those fail ing in 
flexure and those fai I ing in sheqro Only one series of tests was specifically designed to study 
flexural strengthi eight simply-supported beams were tested with this purpose by ORDL Six 
other members failed in flexure in different series of testso Two of the frame members failed at 
the same time in flexure and in shearo The 65 remaining specimens failed in shearo 
Shear failures can be further subdivided into diagonal tension fai luresu in which the 
members fail at the formation of the first major inclined cracku and shear-compression failures u 
in which the members carry additional load after the formation of the first major inclinedcracko 
Three of the members failed by a combination of shear-compression and diagonal tension; that 
isu they were able to carry very little load beyond that causing the first major inclined crack 
to formo The ratios of ultimate shear capacity to cracking load varied between 1075 and 1000 .. 
. Shear failures were generally brittle in characteru with very little deformation taking place 
before faElureo 
The relation between locld and steel strain in the members was altered by the presence 
of em inclined crackg and an additional tension WOIS produced in the steel without a corres-
pond3ng increase in looda This phenomenon was clearly evident in some of the members that 
fai led inshear-compressDone 
It was found that the presence of properly located bent bOlrrs improved the general 
behavior of the memberso The carrying capacity was increasedu and the damage done by 
inclined cracking was decreasedo However, this improvement in behavior occurred after the 
cracking load was reachedi before the first maior inclined crack formedA' no differences were 
found between frames with and without web reinforcemento Since the p!racticabil ity of using 
web reinforcement in culverts is questionableu and since the benefits resulting from the use of 
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v is the nominal unit shearing stress at first inel ined tension cracking loadl expressed in pc 
pounds per square inch. It can be seen that equations (1) and (2) are identical except for the 
terms involving (lid/? and aide respectivelyo 
Equations (1) and (2) are simply expressions for the shear capacity of the memberse 
and hold for a considerable range of the variables; concrete strengths from 2500 to 6600 psi, 
steel ratios from OQ67 to 3 0 36 percent, rgtios of simply-supported span length to effective depth 
in equation (1) from 302 to 15g5e and ratios of shear span to effective depth in equation (2) 
from 2 to 60 
(b): flexural Strength 
The following two interaction expressions were derived to compute the flexural 
capacities of under-reinforced concrete members subjected to axial load and bending. They_give 
the different combinations of axial load and moment at which flexural yieldinge or ultimate 
flexural capacity are reached at a given section of a member: 
Ultimate flexural capacity£, 
Mf 
b7Fn 
c 
M k k 
= 20 + (1 - " - 2q d) (NlbdP )- ~2 (N/bdP)2 
bd fB 13 c 1<1 K3 c 
c 
first yielding 
M 
Y 
bd2P 
c 
M 
=~ 
bd2P 
c 
k k 
+ (1- ). - 2q dHN/bdP) - k k2 (N/bdP )2 
13 c 1 3 c 
(8) 
(12) 
The symbols M and M represent the resisting moments of the section when no 
o yo 
axial load is present, at ultimate and yield capacities respectivelYe and are expressed in 
dimensionless form as: 
M 
o 
bd2~R 
k2 
= q(l - ~ q) 
1 3 
(6) 
C 
and 
M yo 
= qj 
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(11 ) 
Simple graphical sol utions of equations (8) and (12:) can easi Iy be constructed by 
means of the so-called interaction diagrams for all desired values of q and). . 
A constant value of i of 0.85 was found to produce satisfactory results for use in 
equation (11), and a value of the ratio k2/kl k3 = 0.6 is recommended. These two values result 
in safe and accurate sol uti ons, that agree very we II wi th the ava i lab I e test data. The va I ue of 
i of 0.85 should be used only for values of q equal or lower than 0025. For larger valuesii' both 
yield and ultimate capacities can be approximated equally well by equa1"ions (6) and (8)0 
Since the contribution of the compressive reinforcement to the flexural strength of 
the member was rather small, and its inclusion would make the method unnecessarily compli~ 
cated, it was not taken into consideration. 
In closingl1 since a box culvert is as complicated as any reinforced concrete 
structureii' it must be pointed out that in spite of the simpl ifications and assumptions made in 
the analyses[1 the usefulness of the results presented in this report goes far beyond that of the 
design of r~inforced concrete box culvertso 
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TABLE 1 
H ~STORY OF THE ~NVEST~GAT~ON 
. Series Noo of Work Refo 
DATE Designation Type of Test: Tesh done Noo** in Refo 4 at 
1951-52 Square culvert cross-~ecHorn under 4 ORDl* 
vertical and lateral pre~sures 
1952-54 ' -, J Stage~ 1 thlfough 5 Uooflo* 2ff 317 4 
1954-55 Ao302o 1 Simpiy .... 5upported beOlm~ wfithour web 7 Uo of. ~o 6 
re ii1forcement under two concentrated 
loads 
1954-55 Ao302o 1 a Rete~t of four of the above beam1517 4 Uo of I .. 6 
keepung the ~Cl!me :5healr spang under one 
concentrated load at mid~pan 
1955-56 Ao202o 1 Simply-supported beams wHhout 'web 10 Uo of L 7 
reinforcement under orne concentrated 
load at mBdspanc appiYed through an 
integrally COl~t column 
1955~56 Ao203o 1 ComparDnon ~pecfimen~ of above beams 10 Uo of. L 7 
te~ted wHh am Cllxnod load of 20 kips 
1955-56 Ao302o2 . 5impiy~5uppolfted beam~ web 118 Uo of ~o 8 
reinforcement &Jnder urnHonn load 
1956=57 AoL2 SBmply~~upported wHh web 8 ORDl 5 
if'e~ nfoiT'cemenli' at' 
po~nt!5 
1956~58 Sol Fwame members sfimulaHrng culveut 24 Uo of 10 9 
5e!{;';Hon~ wBth and without web 
reofi1forcement urndeIT' urn~form load 
'* ORDlo ohuo River DivBslorn lClborOltolffle~o COtrps of Engineersg Uo 50 Army; 
Uo afLo Unnversity of II I nnoi~o 
** Entlrue~ nrn thns column carlFe~pond to the entries in the IB~t of ueferences at the end of 
thh 
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TABLE 2 
PROPERTIES OF SPECIMENS AND TEST. RESULTS: 
BEAMS UNDER TWO CONCENTRATED LOADS AND RETESTS 
(Ret 6) 
For a II beOlms: b = 6 inoo d = 9~ 94 ino g h = 12ino 
A = 2sqo ino l p = 000336 s 
Clear Shear . Compo Mode 
Mark Span Span lp f W W ** Wf of J!. ? :C y C u Failure a 
i rno ina pS'j* ~ u 0 ' ::KS! . klps kips kips 
L-l 76 20 3050 44 3000 5202 62,,2 SC 
L-2 96 30 3120 45 2600 3400 4204 SC 
L-2a 96 30 5230 41 2807 3600 4507 SC 
L-3 116 40 4060 45 2400 2400 3408 DT 
L-4 136 50 3740 44 2300 2300 2606 DT 
L-5 156 60 4050 48 2208 2209 2402 SCuDT 
L-6 176 70 4440 46 2L1 2007 F 
Retests 
L .... ]R 40 20 3050 44 7400 7400 6202 DT 
L ... 2R 60 30 3120 450 27Q4 33p 6 4204 SC 
L-2aR 60 30 5230 41 3108 4106 4507 SC 
l=3R 80 40 4060 45 2708 2709 3408 SCoOT 
*' Based 011 standard cylinder tests made at time of original testo 
** W = HB P HB in Ref 0 60 u u 
SC = Shear-Compression fai lurea 
DT - Diagonal Tension failureo 
F = Flexural failureo 
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TABLE 3 
PROPERTIES OF SPECIMENS AND lEST RESULTS: 
BEAMS UNDER ONE CONCENTRATED LOAD WITH AND WITHOUT AXIAL LOAD 
(Refo 7) 
For all beams: b = 6 ino" d = 10 ino, h = 12 ino 
Clear Sheai'" Compo Mode 
Mark Span Span fD f W* W *'* Wf of 1 I C Y c u Fai lure a 
ine ina psi' ksi kips kips kips 
(a) Beams reinforced with three Noo 4 Barsg p == 000100 
No axial load 
A-l 52 20 4070 6605 2006 3300 34.4 SC 
A-2 72 30 4570 68.0 1808 1808 24.9 01 
A-3 92 40 2820 6506 1504 1504 1609 01 
A-4 112 50 3890 66.6 1508 1508 1404 01 
A-5 132 60 4450 67.0 14.7 12.2 F 
Axial load 20 kips 
8-1 52 20 3780 6605 29.8 51.4 42.4 SC 
B .... 2 72 30 4140 6605 2304 29.5 29 .. 0 SC 
B-3 92 40 3820 670 1 2006 21.8 21.3 SC 
B ... 4 112 50 4100 66.5 1809 18.9 1702 01 
B ... 5 132 60 4120 6700 1501 1405 F 
(b) Beams reinforced with two No" 9 Barso p :: 0.0333 
No axial load 
A-ll 52 20 4100 490 5 28.3 4605 7500 SC 
A-12 72 30 3870 4505 2605 2605 46.0 01 
A-13 92 40 3210 5700 2101 21.1 36.6 01 
A-14 112 50 3990 5208 2406 2406 31.0 01 
A-15 132 60 3630 4801 2202 2202 23.5 01 
Axial loord 20 kips 
B-11 52 20 3660 48.1 3708 6405 71.4 SC 
B-12 72 30 3930 5608 2906 3307 5302 SC 
B-13 92 40 4050 5104 2605 2708 38.8 SC 
B-14 112 50 4250 5206 2308 23.8 3201 01 
B-15 132 60 4110 4703 2101 21 .. 1 2409 01 
'* "W = nplu in Refo 7 
c c 
**W =p in Refo 7 
SC ~ She"br-Compression fOlU iureo 
DT ::::: Diagonal Tension failureo 
F = Flexural fai lurea 
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TABLE 4 
PROPERTIES OF SPECIMENS AND TESL RESULTS: 
BEAMS UNOER UNifORM LOAD 
(Refo 8) 
For all beams: b = 6 inoQ d= 9094 ino&, (10088 ino for beam 0-5)Q h = 12 inc 
Clear Compo Mode 
Mark Span f P W * W ** Wf of y c c u 2. ! P 
in" ksi psi kips kips ki.ps Fail ure 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 4 bars; A = 0060 sqo ino 
5 
0-15 88 000101 6608 3860 28.0 38.8 3205 SC 
0 ... 14 88 II 6700 4650 29 .. 2 4006 3301 SC 
0-16 88 Ii 8500 5760 3003 4708 4202 SC 
D-13 110 II 6703 2780 22 .. 8 2405 2409 SC 
0-12 110 Ii 6700 4160 32.7 2604 F 
0-17 110 n 8500 5970 2407 2908 3400 SC 
Beam reinforced with 2 Noo 6 bars; As =0088 sq. ino 
D-5 66 0 .. 0135 5203 3740 35,,0 5502 5401 SC 
Beam reinforced with 3 No.6 bars; As = 1 032sqo ino 
0-4 88 000221 44,,3 5020 3908 5206 4605 F 
Beams reinforced with 3 Noo 9 bars; As :: 2000 sqo ino 
0-9 88 000336 4200 2790 3404 47.2 5209 SC 
0-10 88 lB 3900 3540 3800 5201 5500 SC 
0-11 88 III 4803 5840 4802 6603 7207 SC 
0-7 110 III 4200 2700 3503 4305 76.7 SC 
0-6 110 Ii 4500 3450 3503 4608 48.1 SC 
0-1 110 II 4208 4470 3802 4107 5001 SC 
0-2 110 Ii 4405 5590 3706 4906 5400 SC 
0-8 110 Uli 5702 6600 3904 5503 6803 SC 
D-3 132 B1I 4505 4820 3808 4203 44.5 SC 
0-18 154 lI1l 4905 4240 30.7 3209 39.2 SC 
*W =p in Refo 8 
c c 
**W =p in Refo 8 
u u 
SC = Shear Compression failureo 
F = Flexural failureo 
TABLE 5 
PROPERTIES OF SPECIMENS AND TEST R~SULTS~ 
SiMPLY-SUPPORTED BEAMS TESTED BY ORDL 
(Ref '1 5) 
For all beams: b = 6 ino O' d= 9'194 sO'1g h :::;: 12 hllo 
Mark 
1-6 
1-10 
l-rl 
1--12 
2-5 
2-7 
2-8 
2-9 
1 I = 108 rOog a = 36 iO'1g f =460 7 ksi y 
-Ratio'* At first Yielding 
Axial load Measured Comp'1 Measo 
Vert'1 load fO N W W Compo 
c y y u 
psi kips kips kips 
At Ultimate 
Measured -Comp'1 Meas'1 
N W W Compo 
u_ u u 
kips kips kips 
(a) Beams reinforced with 2 Noo 5 barrs; As := 0062 sq'1 in'1l7 p:= 0'10104 
0 4860 0 13'14 1306 0'198 0 17'00 l~oO L 13 
4490 1600 1605 1608 0'198 1600 2100 190 5 '1008 
1.5 4800 2700 18'10 19'16 0092 2760 2100 2108 0096 
2 4250 4400 2200 2101 1.04 4400 2405 2307 1.03 
(b) Beams reinforced with 2 Noo 6 bars; As =0088 sqo inog p =: 0'10147 
0 4340 0 18'10 19.01 0093 0 2100 20'14 .1 '103 
1 4460 2100 2105 23'14 0'192 21 DO 2400 2503 0'195 
105 4400 3600 2508 2406 1005 3600 2700 2706 0098 
2 4450 5200 26'10 26'18 0,,97 5200 2900 2906 0'198 
82 
Mode 
of 
Fai lure 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
'* Axial and vertical load increased in the same propolrtion up to fOrst yieldingo From first 
yielding until final collapse only the vertical load wars increasedo 
F = Flexural failure 
Note: 
W =1' in Refo 5 
u u 
Nand N ;: N in Refo 5 y u 
1 w 
ino k/ft 
72 .. 408 
72 702 
72 906 
72 1200 
72 1400 
96 408 
96 702 
96 906 
96 1200 
96 1404 
120 408 
120 702 
120 906 
120 1200 
120 1404 
(:1 = 1 
TABLE 6 
PROPERTftE5 OF TYPiCAL CULVERTS 
cw 
k/ft 
107 
205 
303 
401 
409 
108 
206 
304 
402 
500 
108 
206 
304 
402 
500 
(For one-foot wide strip) 
c3l 
ino 
1300 
1605 
1900 
2100 
2205 
1700 
2100 
2405 
2700 
2900 
2005 
2505 
3000 
3305 
3600 
C2l 
ino 
1000 
1100 
1205 
1400 
1500 
1105 
1400 
1605 
1800 
1905 
1400 
1700 
2000 
2205 
2400 
w 
51 
Noo 7 @ 6 ino 
8@7 
8@6 
9@7 
9@6 
8@6! 
9@6! 
10 @7! 
10 @6! 
10 @ 6 
10 @ 8 
10@6t 
10@ 6 
11 @ 6! 
11 @ 6 
-I 
~ __ J 
(/3 (/3 
83, 
52 
--
N006 @ 10 ino 
7 @12 
7 @ 11 
7 @ 10 
7 @9 
7 @ 11 
7@9 
7@8 
8 @ 9.L 
8@81 
8@ 10-! 
8@ 9 
8@ 8! 
8@ 8-! 
8@ 7 
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TABLE 7 
MOMENT TO AXIAL LOAD RATIOS FOR HORIZONTAL MEMBER 
OF CULVERT SECTIONS IN TABLE 6 
Clear c = 1/3 Ratio c= 2/3 Ratio 
Span Midspan . Colo face Midspan moma Midspan Colo face Midspan mom • 
f MIN MIN Col a face mom .. MIN MIN Colo face mom. 
ina ino in" ina ino in" in 
72 25 17 1.47 10 10 100 
72 24 12 2000 9 9 1.0 
72 24 11 2018 9 9 100 
72 24 11 I 2018 9 9 LO 
72 23 10 2,,30 9 8 1013 
Avgeo 24 1202 2,,03 902 9.0 1.03 
96 34 19 1..79 13 14 0 .. 23 
96 34 17 2000 12 12 1000 
96 32 15 2013 12 11 1,,09 
96 31 15 2007 12 11 1.09 
96 31 14 2021 11 11 1000 
-- -
_.-
Avgeo 3204 1600 2004 1200 1108 1002 
120 42 25 1068 16 17 0094 
120 40 22 1082 15 16 0094 
120 39 20 1.95 15 15 1000 
120 39 18 2017 15 14 1007 
120 38· 17 2023 15 14 1007 
- -
Avgeo 3906 2004 1.97 1502 1502 1000 
M =: Moment 
N ::: Axial Load 
TABLE 8 
PROPERTIES OF FRAME MEMBERS TESTED 
For all frame~: b ~ 6 ino ll d ~ 10 ino g h ~ 12 ina 
Cleor Po~itive Reinforcement Negative Reinforcement 
Mark c Span h1 f Bar~ p P Bars pI P MR ( Y Sl Y S2 c ina ino k~i ksi Esi 
F-l 0033 72 2700 4800 2$7 000200 4800 3 $4 000100 4100 0073 
*F-2 0033 72 2700 4706 2 7 000200 4706 3 4 000100 5000 0067 
F-3 0033 120 4300 4709 2#7 000200 4701 3 #4 000100 4130 0063 
*F-4 0033 120 4300 4204 2#7 000200 4506 3 #4 000100 3730 0062 
F-5 0067 72 1700 4508 3#4 000100 4508 3 #4 000100 3500 0058 
*F-6 0067 72 1700 5203 3#4 000100 5203 3 #4 000100 3400 0055 
F-7 0067 120 2700 4800 3#4 000100 4409 3 #4 000100 4000 0046 
*F-8 0067 120 2700 4709 3#4 000100 4709 3 #4 000100 5200 0048 
~l'*F-9 0067 72 1700 4907 3#4 000100 49,,7 3 #4 000100 5700 0049 
~~*F-l 0 0033 72 2700 47,,8 {2# 7 1#4 000233 4804 3 #4 000100 4090 0067 
11 0033 120 4300 4508 f#7 1 #4 000233 4702 3 #4 000100 5000 0063 
F-12 0033 72 4600 4904 2#4 000067 5006 2 #8 000263 3000 0020 
F-13 0067 72 1200 4705 -2#7 000200 4803 2 #4 000067 3090 0075 
14 0067 120 1500 5105 2#8 000263 4900 2 #4 000067 3980 0080 
F-015 0033 72 2700 4703 2#7 0,,0200 4608 3 #4 000100 2520 0067 
16 0033 72 2700 4703 3#5 000155 4802 2 #4 000067 3440 0067 
F-17 0053 120 2700 4409 3#5 000155 4506 2 #4 000067 3340 0063 
F-18 0033 96 3300 4608 2#7 000200 4605 3 #4 000100 3700 0068 
F-19 0667 96 1605 4608 2#7 000200 4601 3 #4 000100 3040 0068 
F-20 0067 120 2105 4608 2#7 000200 4509 3 #4 000100 3830 0063 
F""'21 0033 72 2700 4603 3$4 000100 4502 2 #4 000067 3990 0067 
F-22 0033 120 4300 4108 3 5 000155 4408 2 #4 000067 3680 0063 
F-23 0033 120 4300 4605 3#4 000100 4608 2 #4 000067 3300 0063 
F-24 0033 120 4300 4604 2#7 000200 4601 2 #4 000067 3710 0063 
Frames with mawk preceded by * or ** had the negative steel cut ... off at approximately one-third of the clear spano ex:> tru 
Frames with mark preceded by ** had web reinforcement in the horizontal membero 
TABLE 9 
CONCRETE MIXES 
. Cement:Scmd:Gravel . Cement Slump Compressive Modulus Age: 
Mark Water Strength of rupture at p P Test 
c r 
by weight by weight ino psi psi days 
Batch 1/1 JIll and III U III II III II III II III 
F-'J 1000:3042:5007 1028 1040 7 6 4080 4250 500 458 48 
F-2 1 000~3035:4061 1053 1044 2 3 5340 4780 567 617 56 
F-3 1 000~3042~5006 1029 1029 1026 3 5 7 4180 4090 3510 425 435 358 64 
F-4 1000:3046:5005 1041 1044 1044 7 7 6 3710 3750 3340 533 450 417 64 
F-5 1000:3056:5008 ] 079 1073 It 2~ 3510 3460 433 367 36 
F-6 1000:3044:5003 1056 1056 ~ 2~ 3010 3790 433 433 32 
F-7 1000:3036:5001 1061 1061 1061 1 3 4t 4150 3850 3730 450 317 533 30 
F-8 1 000:3042~5001 1065 1061 1061 1 3 3 5330 5080 5350 592 508 592 42 2" 
F-9 1000:3027:4080 2000 1094 I~ 2 5600 5530 433 383 29 
F-l0 1 oOO~3055:50 1 8 1066 1062 1.~ 3! 4100 4080 450 467 29 
F-ll 1 000:3053:5015 1060 1044 1044 1 3l.. 31:. 5360 4830 4290 467 375 408 29 
'2 2 2 
F-12 1 00O~3042:5001 1022 1022 21:. 4 2 3180 2820 408 433 30 
F-13 1 000 :3048~5004 L28 1033 3t 4 3020 3170 425 -408 29 
F ... 14 1 000:3030:4091 1047 1033 1 2 4280 3680 383 467 29 
F-15 1 oOO~4034~6047 1002 1002 1 2 2500 2530 375 375 29 
F-16 1 oOO~3045~50 ] 0 1031 1026 1t 5 3740 3130 367 417 28 
F-17 1 000 ~3039~50 11 1023 1023 1023 4i 3 4 2900 3770 3600 425 350 433 28 
F-18 1 000:3041 ~5009 1027 1027 2 2 3770 3520 342 29 
F=19 1 000:3038~5006 1023 1 6 2t 3050 3020 400 475 27 
F-20 1 000~3053~5008 1035 1035 1035 1 3 3 4030 3640 3090 433 383 317 27 
F-21 ] 000~3048~40 92 1034 ] 034 2 3! 4070 3910 417 400 27 
F-22 1 oOO~3050~5005 1031 1031 1038 2 5 6 3650 3710 3360 362 375 317 27 
F-23 1 oOO~3042:5006 1032 1032 1036 3 4~ 3290 3310 3560 400 400 342 28 00 6 0-
F-24 1 00O~3042:5005 1028 1033 1028 6.1 3 21 3690 3730 3910 392 392 342 28 2 2 
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TABLE 10 
TEST RESULTS: FRAME MEMBERS W~THOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Cracking Load Failure load 
Verto Axial Verto Axial Mode· MOllfk c h1 p P MR W N W N of c c c u u 
ino psi kip~ kips kips kips Fai lure 
6-ft C lear Span 
F-l 0033 270.0 000200 4100 0073 6106 903 8306 1207 SC 
'.ib'F-2 0033 2700 000200 5000 0067 6600 1100 9305 1403 SC 
F-12 0033 4600 000067 3000 0020 7200 120.0 9100 1502 SC 
F-15 0033 2700 000200 2520 0067 4602 707 7700 1209 SC 
F-16 0033 2700 000155 3440 0067 5406 901 8200 1308 SC 
F-21 0033 2700 000100 3990 0067 6000 909 7405 1207 SC 
F-5 0067 1700 000100 3500 0049 9003 2700 9608 3005 SC 
*F-6 0067 1700 000100 3400 0049 8800 2704 11000 3409 SC 
F-13 0067 1200 000200 3090 0075 5200 1703 8405 2902 SC 
8-ft C I ear Span 
F-18 0033 3300 000200 3700 0068 5900 908 5900 908 DT 
F-19 0067 1605 000200 3040 0068 5406 1802 6400 2103 SC 
10-ft Clear Span 
F-3 0033 4300 000200 4130 0063 5702 905 5702 905 DT 
*F-4 0033 4300 000200 3730 0062 5107 808 5107 808 DT 
F-22 0033 4300 000155 3680 0063 4602 707 4602 707 DT 
F-23 0033 4300 000100 3300 0063 4200 700 F 
F-24 0033 4300 000200 3710 0063 4602 707 4800 803 DTl'SC 
F-17 0053 2700 000155 3340 0063 5004 1304 5205 1405 DTu SC 
F-7 0067 2700 000100 4000 0048 6005 2008 6005 2008 DJu F 
*F-8 0067 2700 000100 5200 0048 6600 2200 6600 2200 DTl' F 
F-14 0067 1500 000263 3980 0080 5100 1702 5100 1702 DT 
F-20 0067 2L5 000200 3830 0063 5406 1800 5406 1800 DJ 
* Negative steel cut off at one~third points of the clear spano 
SC ~ ShsOlr=Complre5sion failureo 
D1 := Diagonal ten:sion failureo 
F ~ Flexural fori lure 
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TABLE 11 
COMPARISON BETWEEN FLEXURAL AND SHEAR CAPACITIES OF FRAME 
MEMBERS WITHOUT WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Measured.Values Compo Flexo Capacities 
Cracking Fai lure W First Yield Ultimate W Mode Mark c W W u W Wf u of c u W y Wf Failure kips kips c kips kips 
6-ft Clear Span 
F-l 0033 6106 8306 1036 12102 12102 0069 SC 
F-2 0033 6600 9305 1042 12204 12204 0076 SC 
F-12 0033 7200 9100 1026 10902 10902 0083 SC 
F-15 0033 4602 7700 1067 9906 9906 0077 SC 
F-16 0033 5406 8200 1050 9204 9504 0086 SC 
F-21 0033 6000 7405 1024 6108 6702 10 11 SC 
f-5 0067 9003 9608 ] 007 10200 11400 0085 SC 
F-6 0067 8800 11000 1025 11007 12] 02 0091 SC 
f-13 0067 5200 8405 1063 8100 8LO 1004 . SC 
8-ft Clear Span 
F-18 0033 5900 5900 1000 7704 7704 0076 DT 
f-19 0067 5406 6400 1017 '75}9 7509 0084 SC 
10-ft Clear Span 
F-3 0033 5702 5702 .1000 6102 6702 0085 DT 
F-4 0033 5107 5107 1000 5706 5904 0087 DT 
. f-22 0033 4602 4602 1000 3906 4800 0096 DT 
F-23 0033 4200 3300 4300 0098 F 
f-24 0033 4602 4800 1004 4002 6402 0075 DTu SC 
P-17 0053 5004 5205 1004 4405 5103 1002 DTiSC 
F-7 0067 6005 6005 1000 4407 5700 1006 Fu DT 
f-8 0067 6600 6600 1000 4806 6000 1010 Fu DT 
. F-14 0067 5100 5100 1000 6702 6702 0076 01 
F-20 0067 5406 5406 1000 6804 6804 0080 DT 
SC =:: Shear-Compression fai lure 
01 =:: Diagonal Tension Failure 
F := Flexural Failureo 
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TABLE ]2011 
MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF NOMINAL UNIT SHEAR~NG STRESS 
AT F~RST ~NCUNED CRACK~NG LOAD 
Frame Membelrf£, Under Uniform Load 
Computed Measured Ratio 
Mark c MR fO P (Bid N/y* v 'Ie V * Measured c pc pc Computed p~i psi psi 
~-ft Clear Span 
F-1 0.33 0073 4100 000200 601 0053 366 373 1.02 
F-2 0033 0.67 5000 0.0200 5.9 0.54 407 388 0.95 
F-12 0.33 0.20 3000 0.0067 3 .. 2 1.00 295 229 078 
F-15 0033 0067 2520 000200 509 0054 289 271 0.94 
F-16 0033 0067 3440 000155 5.9 0054 315 320 1001 
F-21 0033 0067 3990 000100 509 0054 309 350 L13 
F-5 0067 0058 3500 000100 505 1.16 310 493 1 59** 
F-6 0067 0055 3400 000100 5.3 1021 308 463 1,,50** 
F-13 0067 0075 3090 000200 602 L03 329 320 0097 
8=ft Clear Span 
F-18 0033 0068 3700 000200 709 O05u 325 369 ]014 
F~19 0061 0068 3040 000200 109 LO] 306 343 1012 
10=ft Clear Span 
F-3 0033 0063 413:0 000200 905 0051 323 360 L 11 
F-4 0033 0062 3730 000200 905 005] 307 326 1.06 
F-22 0033 0063 3680 000155 905 O05't 285 290 ],02 
F-24 0033 0063 37]0 000200 905 0051 306 290 0095 
F-17 0053 0063 3340 000] 55 905 0080 3'~6 Ll4 
F-7 0067 0046 4000 00 8,] 1.19 300 324 L08 
F"'"8 0067 0048 5200 000] 00 803 ],]6 340 362 ],06 
F-14 00 0080 3980 ] 0090 344 360 L05 
F-20 0067 0063 3830 000200 905 1j 00] 325 343 1005 
Average L03 
Standard Deviation 00089 
~~ Quantitie~ computed or mea~l.Dred at the point of contlfOlflexuue 
'f,'~: Omitted from average 
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TABLE 1202 
MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES Of NOMINAL UNIT SHEARING STRESS 
AT fiRST INCLINED CRACKING LOAD 
. Simply-Supported Beams Under Uniform Load 
Computed Measured Ratio 
Mark (0 p fO fOld v . '* v '* Measured c pc pc Computed ino psi psi psi 
D-15 88 000101 3860 809 .261 268 1003 
0-14 88 0.0101 4650 809 286 280 0098 
0-16 88 000101 5760 809 318 289 0091 
. D-13 1 ] 0 000101 2780 lLl 206 218 1006 
0-17 L]O 000101 5970 1101 301· 236 0078 
0-5 66 0,,0135 3740 601 303 306 LOl 
D-9 88 000336 2790 809 313 333 1006 
0-10 88 000336 3540 809 354 364 1003 
D-1 ] 88 000336 5840 809 454 462 L02 
D ... 7 110 000336 2700 1 L 1 287 339 L18 
0-6 ]] 0 000336 3450 lTol 323 339 1005 
D-1 1] 0 000336 4470 1 L 1 369 366 0099 
0-2 Y 1 0 000336 5590 1101 413 360 0087 
D-8 ] 10 000336 6600 1L 1 448 377 0084 
0-3 ]32 000336 4820 13.3 357 372 1004 
D=18 154 000336 4240 15.5 313 293 0094 
--
Average 0099 
Standard Deviation 0.095 
<&I Quantities computed or mea~w'ed at the ~upport 
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TABLE 1203 
MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF NOMINAL UNIT- SHEARING STRESS 
A r FIRST INCUl\.IED CRACKiNG LOAD 
Simply-Supported Beams With and Without Axial Load Under One 
Concentrated Load at Midspan 
Computed Measured Ratio 
Mark p p aid NIV* v ** v ** Measured c pc pc Computed psi . psi psi 
01) Beams With No Axial Load 
A-l 0.0100 4070 2 218 196 0090 
A-2 000100 4570 3 203 179 0088 
A-3 000100 2820 4 143 147 1.03 
A-4 000100 3890 5 149 150 1.,01 
A-11 000333 4100 2 309 269 0087 
A-12 000333 3870 3 263 253 0096 
A-13 000333 3210 A .. 215 200 0093 
A-14 000333 3990 5 217 234 1.08 
A-15 000333 3630 6 187 211 1.13 
b) Beams With 20-kip Axial Load 
B-1 0.0100 3780 2 1.6 236 284 1.20 
B-2 000100 4140 .S L7 221 223 1.01 
B-3 000100 3820 4:. 200 192 196 L02 
B-4 000100 4100 5. 201 179 181 1.01 
B-11 000333 3660 2' . 1.2 320 360 1.13 
B-12 000333 3930 3 103 294 282 0096 
B-13 0.0333 4050 4 L4 269 253 0094 
B-14 000333 4250 5 L5 250 227 0091 
8-15 000333 4110 6 L7 227 200 0088 
Average 0099 
Standard. Deviation 00093 
'io' Computed NIVF obtOlined by ~uccessive trialso 
** QUOlntitie;s computed or measured at the supporto 
TABLE 12.4 
N\EASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF NOMINAL SHEARING UNIT- STRESS 
A 1 FIRST INCUNEDCRACKING LOAD 
Simply-Supported Beams Under Two Concentrated Loads and Retests 
Computed Measured . Ratio 
92 
Mark a cn p aid v '* v '* Measured • pC''''; C pc Computed ino psi psi 
a); Beams Under Two Concentrated Loads 
l-l 20 3050 000336 2001 267 287 L07 
L-2 .30 3120 000336 3002 237 249 L05 
L-2a 30 5230 000336 3002 305 275 0090 
L-3 40 4060 000336 4002 239 230 0096 
L-4 50 3740 000336 5003 209 220 1005 
L-5 60 4050 000336 6.04 198 218 1010 
Average 1002 
Standard Deviation 00069 
b) Retesh, One Concentrated Load 
L-2R 30 3120 000336 3002 236 262 10 11 
L-2aR 30 5230 000336 3002 308 305 0099 
L-3R 40 4060 000336 4002 242 266 1010 
--
Average 1.07 
*' Quanti H es computed or measured of the support 0 
TABLE 13 
EFFECT OF WEB REINFORCEMENT 
Measured loads at: Compo Flexural 
Cra~king Failure Capaci ti es ah Ratios 
Mark c hl P fU MR Vertc Axial Verto Axial Yielding Ultimate W W c W N W N W Wf 
u u 
c c u u y \IT Wf ino p~i kips kips kips kip$ kips kips c 
6=ft Clear Span 
F=9 0067 1700 000100 5700 0049 13605'j,;w 4505 136,,5 45.5 12000 14205 1000 0096 
0067 1700 000100 3400 0049 8800 2704 11000 3409 11007 12L2 1025 0091 
0 0033 2700 000233 4090 0067 6600 1100 13604 2208 13500 135.0 2007 L,Ol 
0033 000200 5000 0067 6600 '~ 1 00 9305 1403 12204 12708 L42 0076 
10-ft C lear Span 
] 0033 4300 000233 5000 0063 5702 905 7004 1107 6300 7002 1023 1.00 
F-4) 0033 4300 000200 3730 0062 5107 808 5107 808 5706 5904 LOO 0087 
~ Corre~ponding companion ~peGimen~ without web reinforcemento 
*~.: A ~mall ind ined crack formed at OJ load of about 88 kip$17 that ~rO$sed the bent baro The load of 88 kips that caused 
thi§ crack to form WO$ not cOllied the cracking load because the inclined cra~k W05 not developed enough .. 
Web reinforcement con51i$ted in ali ca~es of one Noo 4 bent bar at 45 dego g 05 shown in Figo 360 
Mode 
of 
Failure 
D1 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 
DT 
'-0 
W 
TABLE 14 
MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF YIELD CAPACITIES 
For all membEm~tY b ;:;:;: 6in. 
First Yield 
Slope Measured Computed . Ratio S~se Mark Yield fU q Nd My M Measured q 
.Order* c M 
y 
Computed M psi bd:2fc bd2fo c 
(a) Frame Members**; d= 10000 in. 
(Tables 8 and 10) 
F-7 -+ 4000 00120 00513 0.120 00121 0099 00120 0.555 
F-8 -+ 5200 00092 00513 0.111 00102 1.09 00092 0.555 
F-23 +- 3300 00141 00213 00132 0.131 LOI 0 .. 095 0.357 
Average 1003 
(b) Simpll-Supported Beams Tested bl ORDl ***; d=9o 94in 
(Table 5) 
] ... 6 4860 00100 0 0.083 0,,085 0098 
1 ... 10 4490 00108 00526 00114 OQ116 0.98· 
1 1 4800 00101 00804 00117 00128 0092 
1-12 4250 00114 10060 00163 00157 L04 
2-5 4340 00158 0 0.126 00136 0093 
2-7 4460 00154 00542 00149 0.162 0092 
2-8 4400 00156 00747 00183 00174 L05 
2-9 4450 00154 10064 00184 00190 0097 
Avercrge 0097 
Standard Deviation 00047 
* -+ YielcHngoc:CW-red-fIrsf-a-ftl1e column face sectiono +- Yielding occurred -fiistat mid~pano 
** Measured values not corrected for deflectiono 
**~ Measured values and ~loJ)e corrected for deflectiono 
Second Yield 
Measured CoMuted Ratio 
M y y Measured 
bd2P bd2P Computed 
c c 
0.138 0 .. 130 1.06 
0.113 0 ... 103 1.10 
00103 0.096 1.08 
Average 1.08 
'£ 
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TABLE 15 
MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF ULTIMATE FLEXURAL CAPACITIES 
For all members.: b= 6 in. 
Ultimate 
Slope measured computed ratio 
Mark d fIT q Nd Mf Mf measured c M computed 
bd2fIT bd2P ino psi c c 
a) Simply-Supported .Beams 
(Table 2) 
L-6 9094 4440 00348 :0 00281 00275 L02 
(Table 3) 
A-5 10000 4450 00151 0 0,,165 00137 1.20 
8-5 10000 4120 00163 * 00183 00175 1005 
Average L13" 
(Table 4) 
; 0-12 9094 4160 00163 0 00182 00147 1024 
0-4 9094 5020 00195 0 00194 00172 1013 
Average L18 
(Table 5) 
1-6 9094 4860 00100 0 00106 00094 1.13 
1-10 9094 4490 00108 00552 00142 00132 0094 
1-11 9.94 4800 00101 00828 00133 0,,142 0094 
1-12 9094 4250 00114 10104 00175 00172 L02 
2-5 9094 4340 00158 0 00]47 00143 L03 
2-7 9094 4460 00154 00552 00163 00172 0,,94 
2-8 9094 4400 00156 00828 00] 86 00191 0098 
2-9 9094 4450 00154 1.104 00198 00203 0.,98 
Average 0099 
" Standard Deviation 00061 
b) Frame Member$ 
(Tables Band 10) 
F-23 10000 3300 00095 00357 00152 00141 1008 
f-7 10000 4000 00112 00513 00151 0.141 L06 
F-8 10000 5200 00092 00513 00129 00117 1.10 
Average L08 
* Axial load constant = 20 kipso 
DATA: 
a 36" a 
TEST SETUP 
20 
RETEST SETUP 
p = 0.0336 
f == 41 - 48 ksi y 
f1 ::: 3050 ... 5230 psi 
c 
a ::: 20 - 70 in. 
No. of tests, 7 
No. of retests, 4 
b = 6 in. 
d = 9.94 in. 
h == 12 in. 
No web reinforcement 
~I 
FIG. 1 TEST SPECIMENS: BEAMS UNDER TWO CONCENTRATED LOADS 
AND RETESTS 
96 
------>-- -- --....--,-----
I .. IPI 
TEST SETUPS WITH AND WITHOUT AXIAL LOAD 
DATA: > 
p == 0.0100, 0.0333 b = 6 'in. 
f :: 65.6 - 68.0 ksi, d = 10 in. 
y 45.5 - 57.0 ksi 
P =: 2820 - 4450 pst h = 12 in. 
c 
(J :: 20 "'" 60 In. No web reinforcement 
No. of tests: with axial load, 10 
without axial load, 10 
f1G.2 reST SPECIMENS; BEAMS UNDER ONE CONCENTRATED LOAD WITH 
AND WiTHOUT AXIAL LOAD 
97 ' 
10 at '/10 
--,-------------
(t 
\ 
TeST seTUP AND lOAD SPACING 
DATA: 
p := 0.0101 - 0.0336 
f == 42 .. 0.. 85.0 ksi y 
r :: 2700 - 6600 psi 
e 
(I := 66 .... 154 in .. 
b :: 6 in. 
d ::: 9.94, 10.88 in. 
h ::: 12 in .. 
No web reinforcement 
No. of tests, 1 8 
fiG. 3 TEST SPEC BEAMS UNDER UNIFORM LOAD 
98 
AXIAL 
LOAD 
36 in. 36 in. 36 in. 
~T~T~~ rr~~TTTT 
I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I 
LLL~LLlL _______ ~~lLLLL~ 
(P 
_I 1-
I" -, 
TEST SETUP 
DATA: 
p :: 0.0104, 0.0147 b = 6 in. 
f := 46.7 ksi d :: 9094 in. y 
P :::: 4340 - 4800 h :: 12 in. 
c 
(I :::: 108 Web reinforcement: Two sets of 8 No.3 
Stirrups at 5 in., at 
Shear spans 
of axial to vertical load ... 0, 1, 1.5, 2 
No. of tests, 8 
-4 TEST SPECIMENS: BEAMS TESTED BY ORDl 
AXIAL 
LOAD 
""::J 
"4) 
100 . 
Total vertical load = W 
9 at LllO 
12" 
~"""'cW/2 
I ~ W/2 
.. 
( 
.,', I . W/2 
I!ili= 
l 
FIG. 5 SHAPE Of FRAME TEST SPECIMEN AND SPACING Of LOADS 
6 
MARK p 
F-l 2#7 
1IF-2 2#7 
*F-6 
2. 0.0067 
F .... ·13 
5 OG0200 
F-16 
11 Frames 
72" 
---------
No.3 Stirrups 
at .3tD or 4n 

120" 
I~(trs Bars 
MARK 51 p 52 p. hl II': 
f-3 2#7 ' 0.0200 3#4 0 .. 0100 43.0 0.33 
~F-4 2#7 0 .. 0200 3#4 0.0100 43 .. 0 0.33 
F-? :3#4 0.0100 3#4 0.0100 27.0 0.67 
~F-8 3#4 0.0100 3#4 0.0100 27 .. 0 0.67 
F-14 2#8 0.0263 2#4 0 .. 0067 15 .. 0 0.67 
F ... 17 :3#5 0 .. 0155 2#4 0 .. 0067 27.0 0.53 
F-20 ~217 0.0200 3#4 0.0100 21.5 0.67 
F-22 :nf5 0.0155 2#4 0.0067 43.0 0 .. 33 
F-23 :3#4 0.0100 2#4 0.0067 43 .. 0' 0.33 
F-24 ~2#7' 0 .. 0200 2#4 0.0067 43.0 0 .. 33 
* Frameinod the, steel 52 cut off at the third points of the clear span .. 
FIG .. 8 TEST SPECIMENS: 10-ft FRAME MEMBERS 0 w 
!04 
o Q 
u.. 

4u T 
2u I 
3/4H 
1/2" 
IOU 
.-"I':.~~ 
column face 
section 
L/2 
5U 511 . 10" 
1"'1 i 1 ~: I :1" "I steel gage lines a,t 6" 
0---+-0---0 0 0 0 0-
• I· • 
• I. • I 
• 0 I ~ ~ 0 o· ~ 
----a 
-'~. :.;-:-
midspan 
section 
I~ • - concrete gage line 
o 0 - steel gage line 
FIG. 11 GAGE LINE lC)CATIONS 
o 
0'-
zero moment lD7 
c == 0.33 
F-l 
-p == 0.0200 
f'==4100psi 
c 
F-2 
p == 0.0200 
P == 5000 psi 
c 
12 
P == 0.0067 
r == 3000 psi 
c . 
F-15 
-p == 0.0200 
P == 2520 psi 
c 
6 
P == 0.0155 
P == 3440 psi 
c 
p :: 0.0100 
fi == 3990 psi 
c 
c == 0.67 
p== 00 
== 3500 psi 
p == 
r == 
c 
3 
P == 0.0200 
P == 3090 
c 
zero moment 
.--/ 
l--/ midspan 
Scale 1 
FIGe 13 CRACK PATTERNS: 8-ft FRAME MEMBERS 
C :: 0.33 
F-1S 
p :: 0.0200 
P := 3700 psi 
c 
Dr failure 
C :: 0.67 
f-19 
p =: 0.0200 
£1= 3040 psi 
c . 
SC failure 
o 
0""> 
zero moment 
~\\) 
Scale 1 :20 
14 CRACK PATTERNS: lQ-ft fRAME MEMBERS (c:: 0 .. 33) 
F-J 
-p.=O .. 0200 
r:= 30 psi 
c 
failure 
--p = 0 .. 0200 
ffi == 3730 psi 
c 
failure 
Fl""22 
-p =0.0155 
fll :: 3680 psi 
c 
01 faUure 
F~23 
-p =.0 .. 0100 
fS :::: 3300 psi 
c 
F failure 
F-24 
P == 0 .. 0200 
f' := 3710 psi 
c 
SC" DT failure 
o 
--0 
Scale 1 :20 
15 
I~ 
c == 0 .. 53 
7 
-p =0.0155 
Pc:: 3340 
failure 
f-8 
p ;: 0.0100 
=5200 
Fg DT failure 
.4 
-p =0 .. 0263 
r =: 3980 psi 
c 
failure 
F ... 20 
p == 0.0200 . / \ r =: 3830 psi 
c 
failure 
rru"'UV1l{;; Mt:MDa:;K~ (c == 0 .. 53, 0.67) 
o 
FIG9 16 CRACK DEVELDP''vfENT: FRAlVfE F-12 
w 64.0 kips 
W 72.0 kips 
c 
W 91.0 kips 
u 
Vl ::: 42.0 kips 
H ;:;: W 
C U 
51.0 kips 
After Maximwn L:)&i 
FIG" 17 CRACK DEVEIDH>OOIT: FRAME F-14 
FIG. 18 CRACK DEVELOB..fEN'f: FRAlVJE F ... 16 
w 54 .. 6 kips 
c 
w :::; 64.0 kips 
w =: 68.0 kips 
w -- 82.0 kips 
u 
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CD 
> 
""6 
..e-
o 
20 ..... 
/-. ~ 
4~ 
,,/ / (\ F .... 18 
/" /' c:: 0.33 /' -- c=O.67 
/ 
V / v 
'/' V Ai 
/ / 0 .. 1 in .. 
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Deflection (in.) 
fiG. 20 CURVES fOR 8-ft fRAMES 
th 
-
«n 
Q.. 
.. -~ 
-
"'0 
8 
....J 
..", ---t--- I..." 1.1' » 40 I ----t--I--::;;~::<iiIr 
20 
I· 
0 
60. ~ _~ ---- --- I 
~ 
F-23 
I F-8 I ~ 
, F-7 
c = 0.33 
c :::; 0.53 
c = 0.67 
20 I III I , A A V' . L----+---I----1---+----I----.,....--~--__._--~ 
fiG .. 
Midspan Deflection (in.) 
LOAD-DEFLECTION CURVES FOR 10-ft FRAMES 
200 
160 
Ultimate load:::: cracking lood :::: 60.5 kips 
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\ Yield Point Strain 
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23 STEEL STRAIN DISTRI8UTION fOR r" ........ N''''' •• 
(Negotl ve "Stee I) 
t.O 
0 
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~ 
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w S t-V') w! 
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."= t 
,e 
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u 
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,\ 91.0k Ultimate Load 
/ 
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)t 
\ 
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\ / 1~~------+-------~---r--~--------~----~ 
lnt Strain 
120~------+-----~-+--~--~r-------~----~ 
80 
NE Sf 
0 
40 
I .. 
-I 
FJGo STRA DISTRIBUTION FOR FRAME F-12 
(Positive Steel) 
119 
lO 
0 
-
X 
z 
-« 
~ 
en 
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w 
w a ...... va au; 
~ 
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§ 0;; 
t6 Q.. 
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80 
40 
0 
40 
Ultimate / 91.0 
I' / 
I 
'\ 
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72.0k '\ 
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I 58.5k ......... " 
"\ I \ 
\ f 
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\ 
36.5k \ 
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fiG. 25 STEEL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION fOR fRAME f-12 
(Negative Steel) 
120 
121 
160 Vie 
k 64. Ok Ultimate load 
54.6 Cracking load 
120 
-
-
so lA.O
k 
1O 
0 
59. Ok -x 
Z 
-« 
a:: 40 ...... 
V') 
-J 
W C 
W 0 
, ;-. ~~ V') 
Q) SE l-
S 0 
·a 
CD 
15.. 
~ S' u ~ ~ 
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(Positive Steel) 
1 
Yield Point Strain 
64.0k Ultimate load 
54.6k Cracking load 
122 
120~--~~----------------4-----------------+-----~ 
80 
40 
0 
1 
64.0 \ 
\ 
59.0 
54.6k 
46.2k 
3005k 
NW 
\ 
\ 
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\ 
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FIG. 27 STEEL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR 
(Negative Steel) 
sw 
9 
123 
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1 
200 
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o 80 120 140 180 
Concrete Strain x 105 
Gage 
28 TYPICAL STRESS-STRAIN CURVES FOR CONCRETE 
140 
120 
100 
40 
o 
o 
'f-9 7- 136.5 kips (vlt.) , , 
I )p 
I 
If 
'fI 
t 
! 1 D-in. gage length f-15 • -I 
77 kips 7-11 (ult.) , 
A 
I 
J 
F-17 
_ 52.5 kips (ult.) 
80 120 
Concrete Strain x 105 
(At Column Face Section) 
511 5u 
---A 
'r-
160 
fiG .. 29 lOAD .... CONCRETE STRAIN CURVES 
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t 118 
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.............. 
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to .... ~o 
>~~ 
106 
1..2 
0.8 
o 
o 1000 2000 
-lOOk 
3000 
Members Under Uniform load 
frames 
.. Simply-Supported Beams 
Simply-Supported Beams Under 
Symmetrical Concentrated loads 
o One Concentrated load 
.6 Two Concentrated loads 
4000 
Concrete Strength, fB (psi) 
c 
FIG., 30 ,EfFECT OF CONCRETE STRENGTH 
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... 100/0 
Members Under Uniform Load 
Frames 
Simply-Supported Beams 
Simply-Supported Beams Under 
Symmetrical Concentrated Loads 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 0 OneConcen~a~dload 
.~ Two Concentrated loads 
o 
o 2 3 
Steel Percentage, p 
" 31 OF STEEL PERCENTAGE 
A 
16 
l!t 12 
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>~~ 
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.. .. &'1 -/ () 0 0 .--
. '~~ ..... ,/ ......... J ) :. J B ,...,-- 0 0 - • ~ r () ~ 
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....l00/v \ 
U-- 4. 
~~ Members Under Uniform Load 
• Frames 
A Simply-Supported Beams 
Simply-Supported Seams Under 
S~mmetrical Concentrated loads 
0 One Concentrated load 
II Two Concentrated Loads 
o 004 0 .. 8 1.2 1..6 2 .. 0 
Ratio of Axial Load to Sheaf, NN, at the Zero Moment Section 
32 OF RATIO OF AXIAL LOAD TO SHEAR 
-
...... 
2 .. 4 
1',,) 
'.l 
28 
-
(0) Members Under Uniform load 
t-------f 
• Frames 
41\ Simply-Supported Beams 
12 
Ratio of Simply-Supported to 
>-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Ratio of Span to 
cWh/2 
v pc 
~ (kips/in .. ) 
- _________ J 
I 
. l/2 
MOMENT DIAGRAM 
(about mid-depth) 
SHEAR DIAGRAM 
34 UNIFORMLY LOADED FRAME MEMBER: SHEAR AND MOMENT 
DIAGRAMS 
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~ SYMBOLS 
• Frames Under Uniform load (c = 0 .. 33) f- ~ frames Under Uni form load (c == 0.67) 
Simply-Supported Beams Under: 
Oe5 F- One Concentrated load, no axial lcadl{ 
One Concentrated load, axial load 20 
Un i form load 
[] Two Concentrated Loads 
I I I I I I 
°0 4 3 2 5 
."'. a Ratio \id ::; 4d or d . 
fiG .. 35 CAPACITY 8EYOND CRACKING LOAD 
~ 1""'> 
IIi!IIII!III 
-
6 7 
w 
o 
6iB 
;I, 4 
Bars 
MARK 51 p 
f-l0 
3#4 0.0100 lji 0.0233 F-9 
,r- 1 No . .4 bar 
2:P deg. 
Bars 
52 
3/1=4 
3#4 
I 
No. 3 Stirrups 
at 331 
pi 
0.0100 
0.0100 
"I 
hl C 
in. 
17.0 
"27.0 . 
0.67 
0.33 
/ r--/ -
.( 
- - -/.,// -
rh1 "'- S ~S ~ 2 1 ~n} 120tl deg. 
281." 4 
r" 1211 bol~ 
F-l1 1J~ 0.0233 J.f!4 0.0100 43.0 0.33 
FIG. 36 TEST SPECIMENS: FRAMES W WEB REINfORCEMENT 
60!" 
w 
.....,.a 
132 
--
--
_ ... 
Scale 1 :20 
zero moment 
~ 
o 
c:::: 0,,67 
failure 
:::: 0 .. 0100 
:::: 5700 psi 
c == 0.33 
p == 0,,0233 
P :::: 4090 psi 
c 
sc failure 
~~----------~~~--~----------------------~~--~ F-l1 
38 FRAMES 
,r:: -= /./ 
/; '/ bent bars 
// 
// 
=:y 
WEB REINFORCEMENT 
-p-:::: 0.0233 
P :::: 5000 psi 
c 
SC fai lure 
(i_-
c..) 
W :::: 52.8 kips 
W 57.2 kips 
c 
\~ 66.0 kips 
w == 70.4 kips 
u 
FIG" 39 CRACK DEVELOHviENT: FRAt'vlE F-ll 
h 
f 
Y 
FIG .. 
Strain, e 
40 SIMPLIFIED STRESS-STRAIN CURVE FOR REINFORCING STEEL 
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FIG .. 42 INTERACTION DIAGRAMS FOR ULTIMATE FLEXURAL CAPACITY 
(X = 0 .. 40) 
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FIG .. 47 INTERACTiON -DIAGRAMS FOR YIELD CAPACITY 
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